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Napster stays
By Jennifer Hinkel
News Editor
According to an announcement made today, Tech will not
ban Napster as lawyers representing Metallica and Dr. Dre
requested last week.
“We do not believe that we
are under any legal duty to attempt to block access to the Napster site from our campus,” read
a letter from Randy Nordin,
Chief Legal Advisor, to Howard
King of King, Purtich, and Holmes, the Los Angeles firm representing the musicians.
“This is not a statement of
support for Napster, nor are we
condoning copyright infringement,” said Tech spokesperson
Bob Harty in a press release today.
“We have made it very clear
to students, faculty, and staff
that it is a violation of Tech’s
computer usage code to engage
in copyright infringement. Our
policy is explicit and we have
vigorously enforced it when violations have been brought to
our attention.”
Several factors contributed to
the decision not to ban Napster.
Apart from the fact that Tech
feels it is not under any legal
obligation to enact a ban, attempting to ban Napster without limiting Internet access in
other ways is nearly impossible
from a technological standpoint.
“At a university like Georgia
Tech, such a solution is imprac-

tical. Further, even if we found a
temporary method, our students
are bright enough to find ways
around it,” said Harty.
Additionally, the letter read
as follows: “We will continue to
provide unfettered access to the
Internet to our faculty and students consistent with our educational and research mission.”
“We will, of course, take swift
action regarding any specific instances of infringement of your
clients’ copyrighted materials
once they are brought to our
attention.”
Under the provisions detailed
in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Tech is considered an
Internet Service Provider.
As such, Tech cannot block
any specific site or server due to
content.
“To block Napster access
would open the door for any
petitioner to demand that the
Institute block other sites for any
number of reasons,” read the press
release.
Napster’s legality is under
review in the Ninth Circuit Court
in California; a decision of its
legality is expected in the next
month.
Universities that have decided to ban Napster are numerous, including Yale University,
Indiana University, and the
University of Southern California.
See page 2 for a story on a college
that enacted a Napster ban.
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New construction on the Hill recreates
historic appearance near Tech Tower
By Neeraj Kumar
News Staff
As construction on campus becomes increasingly apparent, the area around the administration buildings, nicknamed “the Hill,”
is no exception.
The construction is part of Tech’s Master
Plan of 1997, which seeks to make the entire
campus more pedestrian-friendly by closing
certain streets to traffic and beautifying the
surrounding areas.
The project will restore the Hill to a historical appearance; the classes of 1950 and 1975
provided the restoration’s funding.
This project is Phase I of the Master Plan; it
includes the areas in front of Lyman Hall and
the Student Success Center and the space around
the front of the Tech Tower, extending out to
Cherry Street.
According to Mike Patterson, Director of
Design and Construction for the Office of
Facilities, the project “is going to add more
landscaping enhancements, some benches, some
outdoor walls to sit on; so ‘the Hill’ is turning
into a pedestrian area.”
Although the project originally was scheduled to be finished by a few days before Homecoming in October, it is currently behind
schedule due to some disapproved work that
required reconstruction.
“We really feel that there is a very good
chance that this project will be finished past
Tech Tower [by the current deadline date],
but the area connecting it to Cherry Street may
still be under work,” Patterson said.
Students and faculty should expect some
See Hill, page 5

By Andrew Pae/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

A crew member works on the renovation of the area around
Tech Tower. Two alumni classes donated funds for the project.

Chorale fights for space in 10th St. church
By Wendy Voget
News Staff

By Elizabeth Costner
News Staff
While the McDonald’s at the Edge (Athletic Association) Building has been closed
over the summer, many expected a fall
reopening. However, the fast food restaurant has permanently closed the Bobby
Dodd Way location.
McDonald’s first arrived at the Edge
Building and the Coliseum in the early
1990s, years prior to the 1996 Olympics.
“McDonald’s made a major deal with
Tech that resulted in the McDonald’s Center
at the Coliseum and a permanent store on
campus. McDonald’s got permanent stores
both at the Edge Building and at the Coliseum. The deal was part of a major sponsorship with McDonald’s,” said Steve Orsini,
Athletic Director for Administration and
Finance. The deal responded to McDonald’s
desire for a presence, along with sponsorship identification, during the Olympics
in the Olympic Village.
While the deal has been beneficial for
both McDonald’s and Tech, the company
no longer will operate in the Athletic Association’s building space.
By Alisa Hawkins/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

See McD’s, page 5

The Jackets trounce Navy’s
Midshipmen in last weekend’s
high-scoring gridiron battle.

If successful, Tech’s singing groups will move into rehearsal space
in the Tenth Street church. Presently, the church is used for storage.

Frustration among students
in the music department rises as
the 110 member Chorale—
which expected to be rehearsing
in a new facility—is still singing
twice a week in the Couch Building.
“The music department has
only six faculty, but [it] affects
the lives of 900 plus students,”
said Dr. William Caldwell, director of the Chorale, Chamber
Choir, and Men’s Glee Club.
A chapel, now being used to
house equipment, was slated to
be refurbished for Chorale by
this fall. Funding to complete
the conversion, which would cost
up to $500 thousand, fell short.
Chorale presently rehearses
in a room that was converted
from two elementary school classrooms; according to Chorale administrators, the space is not
suited for the group acoustically
or in size.
“We are concerned with cubic feet, not just square feet,”
said Caldwell.
“The acoustics are terrible,
and we don’t have a space that’s

a suitable alternative.”
Expanding the Couch building, in which the music programs are housed, is not an option
because of the building’s age.
For this reason, Architecture
Dean Thomas Galloway planned
to move Chorale to the mostly
unused sanctuary.
The building’s future is still

“The music
department has
only six faculty, but
affects the lives of
900 plus students.”
Dr. William Caldwell
Director, Chorale

unsure for a variety of reasons,
but most of them are financial
in nature.
Some money has been received through administrative
channels, along with money normally dedicated to the Spring
Arts Festival. However, this fundSee Church, page 7
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Buzz Card offers on-line deposit
By Tony Kluemper
News Staff
A new service offering on-line
deposits for the Buzz Card makes
using the card, already something
students can’t “leave home without,” more convenient and userfriendly.
The card, which has been a part
of Georgia Tech since June 1997,
has experienced many changes and
is now used throughout the campus
from the parking garages to the laundry rooms.
According to Director of the Buzz
Card Office Jim Pete, the newest
change to take place within the Buzz
Card system has brought the Buzz
Card into the twenty-first century
by way of the Internet.
“Over the summer, the new and
advanced Buzz Card Net was introduced,” said Pete. “This project included the redesign of the Buzz Card
Web site and the introduction of a
new feature. A feature that allows
students to deposit funds onto their
card on-line with the use of a credit
card.”
Before this change was made,
students could only make deposits
at the Buzz Card office and the five
deposit stations throughout campus, which was often inconvenient.
Graduate student and Buzz Card
Net Webmaster Noel Moreno felt
that the changes were made because
of student demand.
“The old Web site was very hard
to navigate and we wanted to turn

the site into something more than
just an information provider,” said
Moreno.
“We wanted the site to serve as a
tool for the students, faculty, and
parents, and the new services provided, such as on-line depositing,
allows all three groups better access
to the Buzz Card office.”

“Although we didn’t
do much advertising
in the beginning, the
number of students
who used the Web
deposit system was
overwhelming.”
Noel Moreno
Buzz Card Net Webmaster

The new site was completed just
before the start of school this year
and officially went on-line the Friday before classes started. According to Pete, the Buzz Card office
planned for a soft opening by not
advertising the new option to students.
“Although we didn’t do much
advertising in the beginning, the
number of students who used the
Web deposit system was overwhelming,” said Moreno. “Now that school
is underway we plan to advertise

the services much more in the upcoming months.”
Even though the new services
provided by the Buzz Card office
had not been heavily advertised,
many students found these new services on their own while exploring
the Web.
“I was really low on my Buzz
Card funds last week and I really
needed to do my laundry,” said freshman Alyssa Robeiro. “Since it was a
Sunday, the Buzz Card office wasn’t
open, so I went on the Web site to
see if I could deposit funds on-line.
The ability to deposit funds on-line
is a great convenience because I don’t
have to worry about office hours,
and I can deposit funds at any time
during the day.”
Alternately, some students were
still unaware that this service was
available. “I didn’t even realize that
I could deposit money on the Internet,” said freshman Kim Kulka.
“Now that I know that this service
is available, I will without a doubt
use it in the future.”
According to Pete, the new online deposit system is a real-time
system, which means that if a student deposits funds into his Buzz
Card account while in his room,
the funds will be on the account by
the time the student makes it to the
laundry room or bookstore. Many
students have found that this system truly works in a timely manner.
“I was about to walk out the door

St. Mary’s enacts Napster ban
By Kelly Hager
University of Notre Dame

Saint Mary’s.
According to the College’s office of Information Technolo(U-WIRE) Access Denied. gy, it was a matter of moral
These two words have caused obligation.
much frustration to the Saint
“We are in no way a pioneerMary’s student body during the ing campus by making this rulpast few days.
ing,” said Joel Cooper, director
Since last Friday, Napster us- of Information Technology at
ers could no longer gain access Saint Mary’s.
to their accounts.
“Many other colleges have
Then, the word circulating dealt and resolved the issue in
became official
the same man— Napster has
ner.”
been officially
According to
“We are in no
banned at Saint
Cooper, some
way a pioneering colleges who have
Mary’s.
Napster, an
failed to address
campus by
Internet downthis problem have
making this
loading and sharended up in legal
ing service, has
disputes.
ruling.”
been in the news
In
past
Joel Cooper
recently facing
months, the ReDirector of Information
many court rulcording Industry
Technology, St. Mary’s
ings.
Association of
In the most
America (RIAA)
recent proceedhas made it a
ings, the U.S. Federal Courts is- point to visit numerous universued a number of significant sity campuses who have subserulings against the free distribu- quently blocked Napster access.
tion via the Internet of copyBy taking this action, Saint
righted materials contained in Mary’s joins a large and growing
MP3 files.
number of institutions that have
This nationwide ruling, if fi- banned the site out of respect for
nal, will shut down Napster and intellectual property and copysimilar services permanently.
right infringements.
However, rulings from these
While obvious legal issues were
previous court proceedingswere
not the single cause of the ban at See Banned, page 4

See Card, page 6

“No, don’t take off your shirt. That would be wrong... PSYCHE!” — J.S.
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CEISMC needs tutors for All Kids Count program
CEISMC, Georgia Tech’s Center for Education Integrating Science,
Mathematics, and Computing is currently looking for volunteer or
work-study students to serve as tutors in its All Kids Count program.
All Kids Count tutors work with elementary students (3rd-5th
graders) in the Atlanta Public School system.
Training is provided. Students eligible for work-study can receive
$10/hour, which includes time spent in training, traveling to schools,
and working with the students.
During Spring Semester 2000, over 25 Georgia Tech students
participated in the program.
If you interested, please attend a short information session held in
the Student Center, Room 319.
Information sessions will be held at the following times:
Tuesday, September 26 at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 28 at 11:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Friday, September 29 at 11:00 a.m.
If interested, but unable to attend one of these sessions, please call
Steven Girardot at CEISMC: 404- 894- 1327 or e-mail
steven.girardot@ceismc.gatech.edu.

African American Student Union road trip
The African American Student Union is sponsoring a road trip to
the Tech/Clemson game on Saturday, October 28.
The ticket price is $25.00 and transportation is $20.00 for a total of
$45.00.
The money is due by Friday, September 29, and the trip is limited to
the first 47 paid individuals.
Money can be paid in the AASU office, room 331 of the Student
Center. Questions, e-mail Candace Swint at gte051f.

Undergrad Council sets agenda for Fall Semester
By Shala Sundaram
News Staff
The Undergraduate Student
Council Meeting began on Tuesday, September 18, after the SGA
open house.
Joey Katzen, Vice President of
Administrative Affairs, spoke on the
continuing effort to get students
involved in the voter registration
week scheduled for October 2
through October 6.
The goal is for students to be
registered, educated, and voting in
elections. Bulletin boards featuring
information about current political
issues will be available to students
in the near future.
SGA is also recruiting presidential candidates to come and speak to
the students on campus.
Next was the report from Erica
Young, the Vice President of Campus Affairs.
The committees are working to

improve the lighting in the library,
along with several other projects,
including an all night Sports Fest at
the SAC.
They are also working with Governmental Affairs to obtain speakers for the campus.
Sean Morber explained that his
committee is developing a college
campus survey to see how Tech compares to other schools in terms of
campus services. They are also negotiating to obtain a meal plan at
Juniors.
Executive Vice-President David
Moeller congratulated Eric Woods
for being named the Representative
of the Week.
J.R. Spriggle, Student Body President, exlained the new web based
calendar for Tech students that will
appear on Cyberbuzz in the near
future.
He also commented on the empty
representative positions that still
remain and encouraged students to

CORRECTION

Voter Registration available on Internet
On-line voter registration is available at www.election.com. Click
on register to vote or register for an absenteee ballot and follow the onscreen instructions. Deadline for registration is Sunday, September 24.
More than 375,000 Americans have already used election.com’s
online voter services this summer. Of the 375,000 who’ve used
election.com’s free voter services, nearly half are in the key 18-24 yearold segment. Even more are expected to take advantage of these services
as deadlines loom.
For more information on state-rules and regulations or for more
information on election.com please contact Kate O’ Shaughnessy at
202-835-9415 or kate.oshaughnessy@ketchum.com.

Do you have news? Announcements? The Technique
wants to hear from you! E-mail Jennifer Hinkel,
News Editor, at news@technique.gatech.edu.

get involved in SGA.
A major discussion towards the
end of the meeting dealt with the
Homecoming Formal.
This formal, if passed, may become a Tech tradition.
So far Residence Hall Association has raised $3000, but $4500 is
still needed to hold the event as
planned.
If money is not allocated from
SGA, the formal will still be help,
but it may not be in the style planned.
The meeting was adjourned with
the announcement that the Formal
will take place on October 7, from
8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
The Undergraduate Student
Council meets Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 117 of the Smithgall Student Services Building.
All students are welcome to attend and are encouraged to contact
their class and major representatives
concerning issues before the Council.

By Andrew Pae/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

David Moeller, Executive Vice President of the Undergraduate Student
Government, participates in Tuesday’s UHR meeting.

“Open it. Click ‘try it.’ I command you!” — C.B.

Information that appeared
in last week’s Undergraduate
House of Representatives report was incorrect.
UHR did not pass a bill
regarding plans and funding
for the Homecoming Formal
at the Tuesday, September
12 meeting.
Alternately, the representatives tabled the bill regarding the Homecoming dance
for discussion at a later UHR
meeting.
The Technique regrets the
error and apologizes for any
inconvenience it may have
caused.
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Students seeks funding for formal
By Kim Holton
News Staff
Amid the long-standing traditions of Homecoming Week, a
school-wide formal dance will debut.
The “Casino Royale” themed formal will be held on Saturday, October 7, at the Westin Peachtree hotel.
According to Rusty Johnson, author of the SGA bill that would
help fund the formal, expenses would
fall at over $16,500.00.
“The plan is to get $4,371.50
from SGA, $3,000 from RHA,
$2,000 from t-shirt sales based on
500 at four dollars each, and $7,250
from ticket sales based on 500 at
$14.50 each” said Johnson.
The Joint Finance Committee
(JFC) cut the bill on September 10
to $2200 from the original amount
of $4351.50.

“We, as [the Student Government Association],
felt we should be fiscally conservative. However,
we want to show the student body that we do
support the formal.”
Rusty Johnson
Representative, Undergraduate Student Government
The cut occurred because of past
discrepancies in the SGA budget
due to overspending.
Expenses associated with the formal include $9,000 for the Westin,
over $1,000 for decorations, $800
for a band, and $700 for transportation from campus to the hotel.
The bill was tabled at the September 13 SGA meeting, when it
was discussed under old business.
“It says specifically under JFC

policy that “Student Activity Funds
may not be used to fund off-campus social events,” said Johnson.
Therefore, the Graduate authors
returned to the JFC under this precept.
The Graduates refused to accept
an amendment by a vote of two for
and nineteen opposing.
However, the bill passed in the
See Dance, page 6

Banned

from page 2

considered in the ruling, there were
also computer system restraints that
took top priority in resolving the
issue.
Constant Napster use by on-campus residents made off-campus access to the Saint Mary’s Web site
very difficult.
Consequently, as the number of
students at the College and people
using the network rises, the issue
could have gotten out of hand.
“Using more than one’s fair share
of network resources violates our
acceptable use policy, so this step is
being taken to help ensure equitable availability of network resources,” said Cooper.
The policy, which students are
encouraged to read and must accept before accessing ResNet, does
not go into detail surrounding MP3
usage, but has many policies which
can be applied to downloading copy-

righted material from Internet sources.
When Napster first appeared last
fall, the off-campus connection tended to be busier in the evening and
not during the day, according to
Cooper who has been watching the
situation since last year.
“With the return of students several weeks ago, our off-campus connection has been saturated for much
of the day,” said Coper.
“This saturation prevents effective use of the Internet for purposes
of teaching and learning - activities
that are primarily in keeping with
the mission of the institution.”
Cooper hopes the ban will make
students more aware of the legal
issues regarding MP3’s and sharing
of downloaded files.
“I encourage students to really
think about what they are doing as
they download an artist’s copyrighted
material without permission,” said
Cooper.
“It’s not just morally questionable — it’s illegal.”

JOIN THE
TECHNIQUE
last week we challenged you to ask someone out on a date.
Did you? Come on, if you were inspired by our

JUST SAY YES TO DATING
campaign, please write us and tell us your story. Send it to
ads@technique.gatech.edu. If you were inspired, but
didn’t actually ask the person out, come on, i know that
you can. Just ask them. How about asking someone to the
college night tonight at the high museum? It is free and
very cool, that is at least what i hear. It would be a great
date. Come one, ask someone.
this has been a public service announcement brought to you by the technique

JOIN THE
TECHNIQUE.
You will eat pizza.
You will interview people.
You will watch movies.
You will listen to cd’s.
You will attend sporting events.
You will write stories.
You will photograph stuff.

You will join.

Napster stays to play another day. Maybe I’ll go lay by the bay and make things out of clay. I just may.

NEWS

to ensure the success of that tenant
on the Tech campus.
The Athletic Association wants
to fill the space to benefit the stuMcDonald’s approached Tech dents and provide for the student’s
and “said that the kitchen needed needs.
renovations to maintain the stan“Any new tenant at the Edge
dards set by the other stores and Building will have to target the stuthat the volume of business at the dents. We appreciate the student
Edge Building would not support interest in this space, what can we
the investment required for those do to help?” said Orsini.
renovations,” said Orsini.
Some of the ideas for the space
McDonald’s decision to leave the include a different restaurant or mayTech campus is purely a business be a Westside Market-type store.
decision and has no
Non-retail possireflection on Mcbilities include
Donald’s experience
more office space
as a part of the Tech
for the Athletic Ascommunity. The
sociation, if no
“Any new tenant
decision not to renother retail options
ovate the site was
are possible.
at the Edge
made solely on the
“The
Edge
Building will have
basis of past and preBuilding space is
dicted business.
a great spot. We
to target the
McDonald’s is
want to provide
students.”
withdrawing only
service to the stufrom the portion of
dents, we have to
Steve Orsini
the agreement
consider that.”
Athletic Director, Admin.
which places a perThe Athletic As& Finance
manent store in the
sociation, along
Edge Building; the
with SGA, is planMcDonald’s Center
ning a survey that
and other McDonald’s identifica- will help determine the best use for
tion at the Coliseum will remain.
the spot at the Edge Building. All
“The store at the Edge Building students are encouraged to comis only a piece of the deal with Mc- plete this survey. This survey will
Donald’s. We allowed them to get help the Athletic Association deterout of that part of the agreement. mine student opinion, provide what
They will still be at the Coliseum.” the students want and need, and
Other tenants or uses for the better service the students.
space are already under considerAs soon as a the Athletic Association. GA Tech has “lots of op- ation makes a decision for a new
tions, but we have not decided on tenant, they will “fix a schedule that
any yet. We are still in the process of we will adhere to. As soon as all of
internally discussing and deciding this could happen the better,” said
between our choices,” said Orsini. Orsini.
The Athletic Association has conFreshman and East campus resitacted Sidesko-Mariott food servic- dent Lauren Weatherly said, “I was
es, the coordinators for Tech’s food really disappointed to see that the
service at all of the dining areas on McDonald’s was closed. I would
campus, and Auxiliary Services to love to eat there on my way to and
make sure that any “food type ten- from my dorm, and the protein in a
ant at the Edge Building will be part big mac would really help me get up
of the food plan.” Making the ten- that hill. I hope another restaurant
ant a part of the food plan will help will move in soon.”

McD’s
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from page 1

By Andrew Pae/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

A backhoe sits in front of Tech Tower during the Hill construction project.
Part of the construction should be completed by Homecoming Weekend.

“I wouldn’t say that if I were pissed.” — J.S.

from page 1

inconveniences in the Hill area due
to the construction. The construction crews are only blocking off the
sections they are currently working
on, and therefore as the work
progresses, the previously closedoff sections will be reopened for
pedestrian traffic.
“It was a slight inconvenience
earlier when they hadn’t finished
paving the path, but now it’s not so
much of a problem since they have
mostly completed that part of it,”
said freshman Han Chang, who attends class in Success Center.
Although there are visible signs
for pedestrian direction, the signs
change as the crews move to new
areas, Chang notes, creating some
amount of confusion.
Patterson also said that many
students either do not see the signs
or ignore them and walk through
the construction zone.
Lusk & Associates, the contractor for the project, completed most
of the demolition work before the
start of classes. Thus, noise in the
Hill area is not especially apparent.
“I can’t hear any sound from the
construction at all when I’m in class
[in the Student Success Center],”
said Chang.
The second phase of the Master
Plan will entail work in the area
from Lyman Hall to Cherry Streetand behind Tech Tower.
From there, the Master Plan calls
for eventually designating Cherry
Street, part of Bobby Dodd Way,
and part of Atlantic Drive as pedestrian-only. The streets will be similarly outfitted with benches and
landscape improvements.
Other aspects of the Master Plan
include possibly re-routing Ferst
Drive, building demolition to make
room for new ones, and constructing new buildings in the area between Tech Parkway and Ferst Drive,
which is currently being unused.
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from page 2

last week to do my laundry and I
realized I didn’t have even enough
in Buzz accounts to pay for 12 minutes of drying,” said third-year student Josh Kelly. “I deposited funds
on the Web site using a credit card
and by the time I gathered up all of
my clothes and made it to the laundry room the money was already in
the account.”
Many students are now wondering what the future holds for the
Buzz Card. According to Pete, there
are many new ideas in line for the
card. “We are planning to continue
to add services to the Web site,”
said Pete. “In coming months, we
hope that students will be able to

NEWS

check their balance, see a transaction record, and cancel a lost card
all from the comfort of their own
rooms. In addition, we are now in
the process of installing card readers in 32 vending machines throughout the most popular areas of
campus.”
However, the Buzz Card office
is always open to new ideas from
students and faculty members.
“Students should feel free to contact the Buzz Card office with any
new ideas that would make the services more convenient to the student body,” said Moreno. “As a
student who works in the office, I
see that the Buzz Card office responds very well to the new ideas of
students and these ideas are often
implemented.”

Dance
Undergraduate House of Representatives by a vote of 34 to four, with
one abstention.
Because two different forms of
the same bill were passed, the bill
will enter a conference committee
today at noon.
A committee composed of both
graduate and undergraduate students
will attempt to reach a compromise
regarding the formal.
A remaining problem lies in logistics of the UHR bill and the proposed date of the formal.
As the bill currently stands, it
will not be introduced to the SGA
until October 3.
“We, as SGA, felt we should be

from page 4

fiscally conservative. However, we
want to show the student body that
we do support the formal,” said
Johnson.
Tickets for the dance, which will
run from 8:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
on the Saturday before the Homecoming game, will go on sale at the
student center box office. The tickets will cost $16, or a $21 cost includes a t-shirt from the dance.
Gingiss will offer discounted tuxedo cards for gentlemen as part of
the ticket sale.
A traditional tuxedo will cost in
the range of $50 and more “trendy”
tuxes will be priced around $75.
Transportation from campus to

Thanks, Parina, for the fingerpainted brain (or porcupine) that is now above my desk. It’s loverly.

the formal will be provided via two
coach busses.
Busses will stop on East Campus, West Campus, and the Student Center, and continue to the
Westin Peachtree throughout the
evening.
Information will be provided for
exact stops at the box office the week
prior to the event. The formal is
billed as the official Homecoming
kickoff, and many prizes will be
available to win at the “casino,” including plane tickets on Delta Air.
“This is something that we are
looking to become a great Tech tradition,” said Erik Gordon, an Industrial Engineering undergrad.

NEWS

News briefs
Peace and Gender in Europe case study
“Peace and Gender in Europe: a Case Study in the Balkans” will be
presented by the European Union Center for the University Center of
Georgia and the French Consulate.
Dr. Ghilsaine Glasson Deschaumes, general director of Transeuropeennes, will speak on the topic.
All are welcome to attend a discussion in the Haberham Building
room G-17 on Monday, October 2 at 11:00 a.m.
Dr. Glasson-Deschaumes is the general director of the French
NGO, TranseuropÈennes / RÈseaux pour la culture en Europe, that
was created in 1993.
The organization has been running cultural cooperation programs
in the Balkans and in the Mediterranean area since 1994. TranseuropÈennes’ program in the Balkans is part of the “quick start
package” of projects accepted within the frame of Stability Pact for
South-East Europe.
Dr. Glasson-Deschaumes teaches at the University of Dijon (France)
in the frame of postgraduate studies on European cultural management.
Her main topics for the present time are the following : Culture and
politics in South-East Europe, Women activists in conflict, Reinventing cooperation: a European issue in the Balkans, and Mediterranean
Cultural racism: the limits of culture.
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from page 1

raising has not been enough to cover the total cost.
“It’s a matter of money: whether
the Dean can raise enough money
to refurbish it or not,” Dr. Caldwell
said.
Another obstacle to the building’s renovation has been an increased demand for classroom space.
The need for lecture space on
campus translates into the possible
use of the sanctuary as a lecture hall
rather than a rehearsal room, despite the funds the Music Department has raised.

“A rehearsal space can be used
for other things much better than a
classroom space can be used for rehearsals,” said Caldwell.
“The kind of students attracted
to Georgia Tech are multitalented;
they want more now, and they expect and deserve an adequate space
for rehearsal.”
The Chorale, with 100 members, is only one group that would
benefit from the move.
The 40 member Chamber Choir
and the 49 member Men’s Glee
Club would also enjoy the rehearsal

space.
“We need someplace where we
can work at a higher level,” said
Caldwell.
The bands and orchestra would
also benefit; additional space in
Couch opened by the Chorale’s move
would result in available rooms for
sectional rehearsals.
Many students in the Music Department and around campus are
supporting the move. In one example, a petition was created this week
that would encourage that funding
be forthcoming to the department.

Feature Photo Tech Football

SGA Institute Wide Committees seek members
Students interested in getting involved in Student Government
Association can still do so by joining an Institute Wide Committee.
These committees cover almost every area of campus, from the
Women’s Center to Auxiliary Services to the Panhellenic Council, and
involve direct cooperation between students and faculty members.
The student-faculty ratio of each committee will vary, as SGA seeks
to acquire a complete representation of the Tech community.
Open seats still exist on a variety of committees, and interested
parties can fill out an application at http://sga.gatech.edu.

Student Government Association open house
The Student Government Association will host an open house for
all students on September 19 from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Services Building, room 117.
Guests will learn about student government and opportunities to
become involved in campus leadership. Complimentary refreshments
will be offered to all attendees.

Do you have news? Announcements? The Technique
wants to hear from you! E-mail Jennifer Hinkel,
News Editor, at news@technique.gatech.edu.

By Daniel Uhlig/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Joe Burns stiffarms a Navy player on the way to to 58 yards on 11 carries in Saturday’s game. For indepth coverage of Burns and the Yellow Jackets’ showing, see the Sports section, page 36.

do you ever feel like nothing makes sense?
that you should have stayed in bed this
morning, especailly since you woke up
thinking it was saturday. it was raining.
my first class was cold. i was wet. i left
early. now iÕm here in the office soaked,
cold, filling space. i really have nothing
witty with which to fill this space. you
should

JOIN THE TECHNIQUE
and help me fill space. or just feel pity for
me and send me food or a check. either
works. iÕm not picky. iÕm a college student.
that works for the technique. gosh, how
sad. you know, after writing this, iÕm
really beginning to contemplate my
existance. why am i here? what is my
purpose? am i really just here to fill space?
or is there something more? like a juicy
story once in a while. i mean, my talents
are underappreciated. letÕs face it; iÕm
taken for granted. or maybe iÕm just hungry
and not thinking straight. thatÕs probably
it. oh, well. mission accomplished.
“Can you give me something better?” — J.H., speaking on sliver boxes. “I’ll give you something better.” — J.S.

page 8
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Quote of the week:
“The use of COBOL cripples the mind; its teaching should,
therefore, be regarded as a criminal offense.” — Edsgar Dijkstra
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Supporting the arts?
Tech’s inability to grant Chorale the money and permission to move its rehearsals into the church on Tenth Street is
yet another example of how Tech does not support the arts.
The Institute has, in fact, left the music department to fend for
itself.
While the Institute likes to present itself as a place where
students can obtain a well-rounded educational experience by
citing fine arts programs such as the chorale, it continually
fails to support these opportunities financially. It is time for
administrators to put their money where their mouths are and
support the music program with more than just rhetoric.
The administration should make good on its promises to
provide the much needed rehearsal space for the chorale.
Music and the arts are more important to campus than using
the church as a package receiving center.
Our music program is already a strong department—just
think how much more incredible they could be with proper
facilities in which to work.
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Matt Flagg, Online Editor
Jody Shaw, Managing Editor

The Hill takes a stand
While other schools are almost unilaterally caving in to the
request to limit student access to Napster made last week by
Metallica and Dr. Dre’s lawyers, Tech replied with a letter
stating they will not take part in censorship. It is good to see
that we will not be wasting resources on a responsibility that
should not fall on the Institute to begin with.
However, as the student at University of Oklahoma has
shown, individuals still need to be careful. Tech students may
now be possible targets for a future lawsuit. As such, we
certainly do not want any of us used as futher examples to
other MP3 listeners by being personally named in the next
Napster lawsuit.

Talbot says ‘no’ to shaft
John Talbot, Director of the Robert Ferst Center for the
Arts, announced his resignation earlier this week. We hope
that he finds success in his new endeavours. Unfortunately,
Talbot’s skills were not taken advantage of to improve the
Ferst center—instead, his expert advice was consistently ignored. Whomever we find to replace him will be of a much
lower quality than Talbot because our reputation has been
tarnished, despite Talbot’s best efforts to protect the arts on
campus. His ambition will be missed.

Got opinions?
We want to hear them.
opinions@technique.gatech.edu

Consensus editorials reflect
the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board of
The Technique, but
not necessarily the opinions
of individual editors.
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Rush rules misrepresented

By Matt Norris / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

As the Vice President- Recruitment for Georgia Tech’s Panhellenic Council, I read with great
interest last week’s article concerning the week of Recruitment (“Mystery Revealed: Secret life of a rushee”).
As a new member, the author
apparently was unaware of some
salient facts and so misinterpreted
and/or misrepresented certain aspects of the Panhellenic Council’s
obligations under the National Panhellenic Council’s rules. I would
therefore, appreciate the opportunity to correct any misrepresentations that may have resulted among
the Technique’s readership. In particular, the writer commented on:
1. Recruitment Week’s formal
structure: GT’s Panhellenic Council follows the guidelines put out by
NPC, the governing board for all
national sororities. The guidelines
NPC follows were originally developed and have been refined over
many years to promote the broadest participation and fairest selection process possible.
2. Recruitment Week timing: Of
our three choices, having recruitment before school opens, just after
the school opens, or after classes
start, Option 1 would be our choice.
However, the dorms do not open

early enough and a large percentage
of our sisters study abroad or co-op
during the summer and cannot return in time to participate. Option
3 also has attractions; however, as
were found when we tried it last
year, once classes begin academic
obligations conflict with recruitment
and we ran into even more problems. We must therefore be content
with Option 2.
3. Nighttime activities: Our decision to include these events was
dictated by 3 concerns: 1) our intent to limit unfair influences; 2)
our past experience and feedback
from participants and problems they
had run into; and 3) the unfortunate and unavoidable tendency of
unsupervised last-night social situations that could promote violations
of the NPC “Silent Period” rules.
I welcome comments and suggestions on how to improve the process, and I strongly encourage our
new members to participate in the
governance of their own houses and
of the GT Panhellenic Council to
promote their ideas.
Kerry Brennan
Panhellenic Council Vice PresidentRecruitment
gte210f@prism.gatech.edu
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Strive towards community, not apathetic behavior
The transition from high school
to college, especially from high school
to Georgia Tech, can be an overwhelming experience for many people. While I have yet to feel consumed
by classes, tests, or homework
through my first month of college, I
must admit that the experience is
not what I imagined. Tech is different. Never before have I been around
so many intelligent, diverse, and
creative people who seem to be simultaneously apathetic to the community and world around them.
Don’t get me wrong—there are
some amazing things going on here.
Those people who are active are
very active. Many student leaders
strive on a daily basis to build Tech
into the community that she can
be. They share goals, successes, failures, and a common vision. Unfortunately, a select few dominate the
campus leadership; not that those
in such positions are power mongers, but rather that most of the
students have not found their passions. They are focused on “getting
out” of school as quickly and as
painlessly as possible, without stopping first to think about the difference they could make at Tech and
beyond if they pool their talents
and utilize their resources. While I
have not yet carved out my niche, at
least I am searching.
What is it about Tech that causes such apathy? One problem is that
Tech doesn’t challenge people. When
I say “challenge,” I refer not to the
difficulty of the classes, but rather
to the intellectual diversification and
emotional challenge that college
should provide. One can breeze

“Students need to move out of
their comfort zones [and] away
from their computer screens.”
Jody Shaw
Managing Editor
through this Institute in few short
years without being forced out of
his intellectual or emotional comfort zone even once. Without such
challenges, it is easy to think only
about one’s personal condition, rather than needs of the community as a
whole.
Tech is and always will be, first
and foremost, an engineering school,
but does that mean that the Institute shouldn’t attempt to nurture
the “whole” student? No one should
be able to graduate from college
without having been challenged in
a variety of disciplines. Here, however, it is entirely possible to “get
out” without having thoroughly
explored the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts.
Value exists in taking nontechnical electives. Such classes provide
students with a better understanding themselves, and their world, and
their role in the community. They
encourage the development of communications skills and allow students to explore topics into which
they do not normally delve. With
such stimulation, the college’s intellectual diversity increases.
Students can also graduate with
minimal interpersonal interaction.

Without the emotional challenge
of developing true relationships with
peers, faculty, and administrators,
the soul starves. Tech is one of the
most wired campuses in the world—
through e-mail anyone can contact
anyone within seconds. However,
instead of bringing us closer together as a community, we are arguably
more disconnected than ever before. People would rather give you
an e-mail address than stop for a
conversation. New innovations, such
as classes taught completely on the
web, make it possible to avoid interaction with real people entirely,
and exist as only a name on the
computer screen.
By using technology in this manner, students are not better prepared
for the “real world.” In fact, they are
probably less prepared. I am not
advocating the elimination of technology, but I am advocating a reevaluation of our use of technology.
Let’s use it to build community rather
than walls of self-isolation. Students
need to move out of their comfort
zones, away from their computer
screens, and into meaningful interpersonal relationships.
A network of support coupled
with academic exploration can help

an individual explore his or her purpose in the community and the world.
Many Tech students, particularly
my fellow freshmen, haven’t stopped
to contemplate their purpose and
plan for their lives—beyond obtaining an engineering degree and making large sums of money upon
graduation. Apathy will continue
to plague this campus until every
person finds that inner passion that
motivates him or her. Everyone has
a different vision and perspective to
share.
Each individual must commit
him or herself to the greater good—
a cause higher than himself or herself. Eliminating apathy is a grassroots
movement that starts in the hearts
and minds of individuals who develop a vision and in turn share that
vision with those around them. These
visionaries then encourage the blind,
and help them to discover their potential, their purpose, and their vision.
While it cannot solve student
apathy, the Tech administration and
faculty can do more to foster community on campus. Those people
must create an environment in which
students feel comfortable exploring
themselves and their passions. Curricula can be revised to allow more
electives to be taken, particularly in
the beginning of the college experience. The arts can be given more
visible role on campus, and they
should be supported not only rhetorically, but also financially. These
changes would require some effort,
but would allow students to peruse
See Community, page 10

US needs stronger math, science high school programs
I hate biology. Not for any complicated reason except that my high
school teacher in tenth grade did a
really bad job of teaching it. I hated
his class and therefore transferred
that hate, like a good 15 year old, to
a hatred of biology.
My high school college prep physics teacher had never taken a college
physics class. He was certified to
teach chemistry, but not physics. I
thankfully did not come out of it
with a hatred of physics, but some
of my classmates did.
There is a big debate in congress
to increase the number of high tech
worker visas (H1B) because the country doesn’t have enough highly
skilled, trained workers to fill our
technology industry needs.
According to the Third International Math and Science Study, between the fourth and twelfth grades
students do relativity well in both
math and science compared to other countries but then fall among the
worst is the world.
Why do student’s math and science capability drop so significantly? It isn’t because they aren’t able.
Is it because their teachers are bad?
Is it because our country as a whole
has no standards for secondary education? Our teachers are not trained
to teach the higher math and science subjects.
The lack of our school focus on
math and science as people progress
through the grades has something
to do the drop in our science and
math skills from 4th to 12th grade.
Think back to your high school
education, do you feel like it prepared you for what you encountered here? Some of us can say, yes,
my high school prepared me very

“[A lot of us] had the desire to
learn and the parents that
encouraged us. We are
definitely not in the norm.”
Christina Freyman
Advertising Manager
well. Some of us say no, my high
school did not prepare me for what
I encountered here. For those it did,
you are very lucky; you are a minority. For those that it didn’t, you are
among the majority of people.
A lot of us came from fairly sizeable school in affluent school districts that had the money to spend
on good science equipment and
teachers. We had the desire to learn
and parents who encouraged us. We
are definitely not in the norm. A lot
of school districts out there, especially in the south, are small and
don’t have the money for a well
trained science teacher. The school
district is either in a poor county or
they choose to use their money and
focus elsewhere, like their football
program.
So the people who attend the
first school get a well-rounded education complete in a strong science
and math instruction. They feel because they have been exposed to
high math and science, that they
can successfully pursue a science and/
or technology degree.
The person that went to the second school district has never been
exposed to high science and math.
Their math went through trigonometry and was taught by a teacher
that majored in English and just

took college algebra. Their science
teacher majored in P.E. and taught
science because he had to teach a
class besides just coaching. So the
students’ science education consisted
of reading broad textbooks and regurgitation the information on exams.
Students’ interest is not captured
by subjects that they are just reading about instead of experiencing. I
can remember clearly how my love
of chemistry started when I did my
first chemistry lab in high school
where we had to figure out what the
mystery material was by what the
products of reactions were.
Experiencing science is how people get interested in science. This is
not happening in a lot of our school
districts and we are wondering why
we are not graduating enough skilled
high tech workers to fulfill our technology industry needs.
This country needs national standards for education, especially in
math and science. It has been left to
the local school districts. Our society has dropped the ball by not insisting on a quality education for
our children.
We need national standards so
we can hold our school districts responsible. We need standards that
give students the opportunity to

decide for themselves if they like
math and science and not just blow
the subjects off because they are
scary since they have not be exposed
to it. We need standards to hold our
teachers responsible to. Teachers
need to be trained in the subject
that they are teaching. They should
not be made to teach subjects that
they have no training in and just
end up reading the book to the class
without even understanding it themselves.
We need to look at how we view
teachers and the teaching profession in general. We are a student
body full of people that know a lot
of math and science. Some of us
might love to go into teaching. Some
of us might be great teachers. The
problem is a lot of us are discouraged by the mere economics of it
all. How can one say no to a starting
salary in engineering more than one
would ever make as a teacher? School
districts need to pay teachers what
they are worth.
As our society becomes more and
more dependent on technology, we
will need more and more highly
skilled and educated workers. Filling this demand domestically would,
of course, be the desired solution.
To fulfill this demand, more people
must graduate in these fields and
for that to happen, more people
need to enter college in these majors. And for that to happen, our
high schools need to be graduating
more students that are prepared
enough to go into science and technology fields. And for this preparedness to happen, our education system
needs to be held to a national standard in addition to supporting the
teachers.
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Make flash cards readable
As an Alumni I have always
thought that our student body
was one of the best I have ever
seen. Not always the largest but
vocal and unique. But why in
the world can’t we have a good
show out of the flash card section. I have always believed that
if you can’ t do something right
do not do it. It has been years
since I have been able to read any
thing from this drunken stupor.
This used to be a fine tradition
that was very well done. We were
also one of a few schools who
had a flash card and the only one
in the south. And please do not
pass this off as a vent without
merit. I not only was in the flash
card section but I have pictures
of the tricks. They were sharp
and done to precision. It used to
be an honor to sit in this section,
if for no other reason that they
were the best seats students could
have, which at that time were
near the 50 yard line. But this is
still a time-honored tradition and
it is highly visible by all the west
side alumni and the media. I know
this is hard to believe but the
students who sat in this section
would sit there all season long

Community
their options and find their passion.
Most people who come to Tech
are still going to be engineering
majors. And that’s a good thing,
because there are a lot of people out
there, including myself, whose talents are suited to other endeavors. I
just hope that when they graduate,
they will use their skills to better the
world, not just balance their checkbooks.
While Tech suffers from severe
student apathy, perhaps it is just a
microcosm of modern society. In
general America is an apathetic country where decisions are made by the
few, often because others “don’t care.”
This year’s presidential election is a
prime example. Because the econo-

and even practiced. I know, if
you have read this far, you must
be thinking well why is this guy
writing to me?
To be honest, I do not know
who else to write. I sent a letter
to Dave Braine and copies of the
pictures from ’77 and ’97 and
got no response and judging from
the first two games no one has
done something about this. The
improvements to our football program have been outstanding, The
band compared to the 70’s, well
there is no comparison, Bucky
Johnson has done an amazing
job with almost no help. We
have grass back on the field and
we renovated the stadium and
are about to completely redo the
rest of it.
Encourage the students to be
rowdy and be different from other
student bodies, after all Tech is
different. Fix the Flashcard Section, save a few traditions that
have made Tech unique and come
up with some new stuff to make
the opponents wonder what is
going to happen next.
Mitchell Hardigree
mhwreck@mindspring.com

from page 9

my is healthy, fewer than half of the
population is expected to turn out
to the polls. External motivations—
money, possessions, and power—
hold dominion over our lives. Until
we return our lives to the internal
passions—vision, love, and faith—
that are more meaningful, we will
continue to walk willingly through
life with blinders on.
Maybe I am just a young wideeyed optimist who hasn’t been
around Tech long enough. Maybe I
don’t belong here. The question I
get most is, “Jody, why are you at
Tech?” I know why I am at Tech; I
am here to find my purpose and
dedicate myself wholeheartedly to
it. Someone has to be a catalyst for
change. Will you join me?

Peace Corps not as helpful as it sounds
The recent Peace Corps (PC)
report would have made Nazi propagandists envious. Truth is that
PC is one of the most cunning and
cost-effective scams ever perpetrated against America’s young by “their”
government and transnational corporations.
The principal causes of poverty
are not lack of skills, “underdevelopment”, as PC claims or implies,
but political. Proof: after 40 years
of PC and other “aid” to the Third
World [including military intervention, terrorism (“School of the Americas”), torture, genocide], the gap
between “us” and them is bigger
than ever and growing; plus, America becomes Thirdworldized!
The dominant characteristic of
US foreign policy is malignant and
destructive expansionism (imperialism), with the long term goal to
turn the Third World into “invest-

ment opportunities” for transnationals like Coca - Cola, Nike, McDonald’s; and the essential PC role
is to aid and abet that expansionism. PC is a form of tokenism designed to pacify the Third World,
not change the conditions causing
its misery [like England’s colonial
(-ist) outfit in India]. It’s a Pacification/Propaganda Corps masking
“Pax Americana” ‘s iron fist. “The
PC helps create a world where the
poor are taught to raise chicken so
that the rich can eat fresh eggs,” said
a former volunteer. Or, America
causes the Third World cancer, then
sends her naive servants, the PC, to
give them an aspirin!
To help the Third World, write
off its crushing debts to Western
banks/Int’l Monetary Fund, bring
some villagers here, train and equip
them properly, then send them back
to fix their villages. But PC volun-

teers are conditioned to make do
with what is available, not to make
demands for supplies and equipment - justice is expensive and dangerous, while the PC is cheap
feel-good entertainment for US audiences.
Young people of conscience, don’t
sacrifice more than 27 of your best
months as lowly and underpaid lackeys of a corrupt and violent empire,
serving transnational crooks and
criminals. Even communists treated their young better. The PC is
irrelevant to Third World’s fate; its
means are authoritarian and exploitative, its ends are fraudulent and
immoral.
For info on non - governmental
organizations, working for peace with
justice, contact me.
John G. Papastavridis, Ph. D.
john.papas@me.gatech.edu

Say no to Metallica, do not ban Napster
The article that appeared in the
Technique this Friday on the letter
that was sent to Tech’s administration was a good one and pointed
out what we all pretty much believe. The Napster program and servers only facilitate communication
between parties trying to chat and
share (in this case music) data. Napster is not a pay-to-use service, nor
does it obviously condone the illegal copying of music to parties who
have not rightfully paid for an artist’s album.
The lawsuit by Metallica and Dr
Dre is one that is being pushed forward by money hungry record executives and artists (<cough> Lars
Ulrich </cough>). I heard an interview of Lars earlier this year where
he was telling the people out there
why he was fighting so hard against
Napster. He said a few things that

did not make sense to me and were
not accurate at all. First off, he kept
saying that although he and his band
had promoted the sharing of cassettes in the 80s and early 90s to
spread their music that somehow
Napster was different. He kept referring to his desire to “have the
choice if his music is distributed
over a platform like Napster.” Could
he control cassette distribution?
Lars seems to not understand
how Napster works and how it is
fundamentally the exact same as
copying an album to tape and sharing it with friends. The analogy in
the Technique about renting a movie
and letting others watch it was wonderful and was a perfect example of
how Napster works in theory.
The use of Napster may in fact
decrease record sales for a particular
demographic, however it can also

be used as a valuable resource for
decreasing the cost of sales to a consumer if implemented in a pay-todownload fashion. All this would
require a similar system to Napster
but it would have to be modified to
fit an economic model.
I’m definitely on the side of everyone else on campus. Napster is
most definitely not the group that
should get sued by the RIAA/Metallica/Dr Dre, they are merely a
convenient scapegoat. The consequences for the use of a system like
Napster should fall on the shoulders of those who use it, and Internet Service Providers (OIT in this
case for on campus users) would be
advised to only provide bandwidth
and not regulatory measures.
Rob Babb
gte122t@prism.gatech.edu
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Just
Shoot
it.
photoed@technique.gatech.edu.

Anyone who can go until 4 in the morning is very productive.
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Meet you at the Pole

MP3 Criminals

Inter-Ministry Council holds a
morning of Prayer, with students,
professors and gues speakers. Page 17

Oklahoma student gets his computer
confiscated by the police for having MP3s of
over 1,000 albums Page 14

Delta Sigma Phi heads off on long road to re-colonization
By Drew Lawes
Greek Correspondent
The Alpha Gamma Chapter
of Delta Sigma Phi has recently
started their re-colonization efforts here at Georgia Tech. The
chapter, which has been suspended from campus since April 22,
1998, will begin its journey this
month to become a part of Tech’s
Greek community again.
The makeup of this chapter
will be unlike some of the other
fraternities that have returned
from suspension in the past.
The membership will consist of entirely new men, ones
that have had no affiliation with
Delta Sigma Phi in the past, which
will enable the chapter to start
anew and not bring with them
any of the negative school of
thought that the old chapter had
two years ago.
Delta Sigma Phi was suspended two years ago for their continuous disregard of the
Interfraternity Council’s bylaws
as well as violating their fraternity’s Risk Management Policy.
The suspension was administered

to allow the fraternity to re-colonize as soon as August 1, 2001,
as long as they met certain sanctions for return imposed by the
IFC Judicial Board.
IFC representatives and Gail
DiSabitino, the Dean of Students, had approved a petition
last spring for the fraternity to
return to campus before the suggested date of return as long as
the sanctions had been met.
According to Jim Meacham,
Executive Vice President of IFC,
“They followed all the guidelines that were set forth from
when they were suspended from
campus, they’ve met all the requirements, and we welcome
them to come back.”
The conditions of return included a comprehensive alcohol
plan, an installment of a House
Director, a zero balance with
IFC, a chapter grade point average exceeding the all men’s average for one year, and mandatory
attendance to all IFC Board of
Director’s meetings during their
probationary term.
In agreement with their petition, the chapter created a ten-

man advisory board consisting
of successful Georgia Tech alumni to oversee the chapter in its
daily functions. In addition to
the advisory board, the chapter
recruited various faculty and staff
to serve as campus mentors for
their members.
The man behind the re-colonization effort is Elliott Dale,
Delta Sigma Phi’s director of
expansion.
His role at Tech currently is
to recruit new members to start
up the new colony and empower them with the skills necessary
to maintain a healthy organization for the future until his departure in mid-November.
According to Dale, “The men
we are looking for are leaders,
athletes, guys who are serious
about school, who are serious
about giving back to the community and the campus…who
may not have considered joining a fraternity before.”
These men will be responsible for creating the chapter’s goals
and establishing how they would
See Colony, page 18

By Alex Bahr / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Delta Sigma Phi was suspended from campus in 1998 for violation of IFC by-laws
and their Risk Management Policy. They are returning as a new colony this year.

Burdell’s birthday bash becomes tradition
By Anthony Ritz
Campus Life Staff
According to Chris Young, there
is a little bit of George Burdell in
every Georgia Tech student. The
“innovation, creativity, mischief, and
ingenuity” that Burdell represents
are as much a part of Tech’s students as Burdell himself is of Tech’s
traditions.
In Young’s view, “George P.
Burdell is the quintessential Tech
tradition.” So when about a year
ago a group of Tech students, including Young, began discussing
what they saw as the need for more
emphasis on community and tradition at Georgia Tech, they logically
turned to Burdell.
History records show that George
P. Burdell was “born” on September 15th so many years ago. This
year, September 15th fell on a Friday before a home football game; it
seemed to be the perfect opportunity to throw Burdell a birthday

party.
So throughout the summer, the
group of students planned for the
event, contacting organizations
around campus to help out.
Last Friday, Young served as the
Master of Ceremonies for Burdell’s

“George P. Burdell is
the quintessential Tech
tradition.”
Chris Young
Student Life Fellow

Birthday party. The event took place
with the support of campus groups
including Presidents’ Council, the
Student Center, the Ramblin’ Reck
Club, the Alumni Association, the
bookstore, Campus Optical, Junior’s, dining services, and the Georgia Tech Band and Cheerleaders.

In particular, much of the legwork
and coordinating was completed by
Presidents’ Council governing chair
Karen Feigh, Ramblin’ Reck Club
president Cara Ball, and Danielle
McDonald of Student Organizations.
The Campanile was selected as
the site of the Birthday Bash. Its
central location and “fluidity” —
allowing students to wander in and
out of the party freely — was deemed
ideal. Burdell’s Birthday featured
dozens of balloons, a history of Burdell, a giant inflatable Buzz, the
Georgia Tech band and Cheerleaders, a giant birthday cake, and even
the Ramblin’ Reck itself. Junior’s
provided discount prices for lunch.
Students were given a chance to
present Burdell stories of their own,
and prizes were given for the best
stories. In addition, the student organizations fair and parents’ weekSee Burdell, page 13

Guest Column National Conventions

Lessons learned at Democratic
National Convention in L.A.
By Becky Glatzer
Special to the ’Nique
It has been said that the National Nominating Conventions
are “political dinosaurs and meaningless throwbacks to an earlier
political period.” Although I once
entertained this thought, after
attending the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles this past August, I have to
disagree.
The National Nominating
Conventions do have a place in
American politics. For one, they
are an opportunity for the major
parties and minority parties to
“rally the troops.” After a week
of discussion, debate, partying,
and displays of patriotism, the
delegates and other participants
will go to their respective home
states and get others “pumped

up” about voting for a particular
candidate. For the purposes of
party survival, this is pivotal.
Now what does this mean
for us Tech students and other
potential voters? This means we
have a choice. Despite what others
may tell you, there are clear differences between the two major
parties. Just consider their major stances on the following issues: Managing the National
Surplus, Improving Education
in the United States, or Providing Health Care to Americans.
Both parties have been criticized for “catering to special interests.” Now, this is a valid
charge. Moneyed interests do
often have greater access to the
conventions and to important
politicos. However, politicians
See Convention, page 15

Photo Provided by Becky Glatzer
By BrianOxford / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Chris Young, Buzz, and Danielle McDonald act as master of ceremonies at the first annual Birthday Bash for
Burdell last Friday. The two hour long event celebrated the infamous student’s arrival on campus in the 1920s.

Glatzer toured the Staples’ convention center while setup was
being done for the Democratic National Convention last month.
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Michael Nawar
Mgt. Junior

Joe Mesino
Mgt.

Li Liu
Mgt. Grad.

Alejandro Garcia
ISyE Junior

“Women’s gymnastics.”

“Everything. And
swimming.”

“Everything with
China.”

“Diving.”

Erin Mason
Mgt. Junior

Adam Suter
Mgt. Senior

Murad Mackwani
CS Senior

Frank Brennan
Mgt. Grad.

“Women’s gymnastics.”

“Basketball.”

“Soccer.”

“Swimming.”

Question of the week

“Which Olympic
sport are you most
likely to watch?”
Feature and Photos
by Sabrina Pardo

Keep up with all the latest news at Georgia Tech with a
subscription to:

The Technique
“The South’s Liveliest College Newspaper”

30 issues/year for $25 (mailed bulk rate)
Perfect for parents, co-ops; gifts for friends,
alumni, former staff members
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Please make check payable to The Technique and mail
it with this form to:

The Technique
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Georgia Tech
353 Ferst Drive, Room 137
Atlanta, GA 30332-0290

Professor Barke is a far superior professor than ANYONE he team teaches with. Or so he claims. :) Ooops, maybe that was “off-the-record”.
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Feature Photo Ramblin’ Rep

African American Student Union goes on roadtrip
The African American Student Union is sponsoring a road trip to
the Georgia Tech at Clemson game on Saturday, October 28. The
ticket price is $25.00 and transportation is $20.00 for a total of $45.00.
The money is due by Friday, September 29, and the trip is limited to the
first 47 paid individuals. Money can be paid in the AASU office, room
331 of the Student Center. If you have questions, e-mail Candace
Swint at gte051f@prism.gatech.edu.

College Republicans host candidate Sunny Warren
College Republicans of Georgia Tech will host 4th Congressional
District candidate Sunny Warren on Monday, September 25. The
meeting will take place in the Student Center Theater at 7:00 p.m. Mrs.
Warren will outline the issues in her campaign against incumbent
Cynthia McKinney. There will be a Question and Answer session
following her speech for students to ask questions of the candidate from
the 4th district.

Airport Fun Day: a chance for free flying, food, fun
The Yellow Jacket Flying Club is holding their third annual Airport
Fun Day. All members of the Georgia Tech community are invited for
a day at Fulton County-Charlie Brown Airport on Saturday, September 23, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. There will be a chance to talk to flight
instructors about training, eat some food, and meet club members. A
limited number of free plane rides will also be given on a first come-first
serve basis (with priority given to those who pre-register).
To pre-register or for more information, contact Becca CutriKohart at vp-programs@yjfc.org.

Photo by Brian Oxford / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Zach Procter (right) distributes campaign literature to Becky Glatzer, Trey Childress, and Chrissy Prues.
Procter, a student, is the youngest person on this year’s Georgia ballot. He’s running for state
representative in the district that includes campus. Right now he’s leading a massive voter registration
drive. In next week’s Technique read all about his campaign and his plans for for the state legislature.

Campus Girl Scouts are looking for founding members
A group is being formed at Tech for Campus Girl Scouts. They will
be working with younger troops and other campus scout activities.
This is open to any young lady who has been a scout for years, or any
female student looking to become a scout. Wonderful leadership and
service opportunities! If you are interested or just want more info,
contact Chelsea Morrisey at gte942p@prism.gatech.edu.

Join the ‘The South’s Liveliest’ Campus Life Staff
Yes, this means you. E-mail campus.life@technique.gatech.edu for
more information. There are also opportunities to write for the news,
entertainment, and sports sections. The Campus Life Staff meets every
Tuesday night at 5:30 p.m. in room 137 of the Student Services
building (that’s the one with all the flags).

Send briefs to campus.life@technique.gatech.edu.

Burdell
end were scheduled for the same
week, partly to correspond with the
Birthday Bash.
The organizers of these events
noted that this was one way to teach
Tech parents about both the traditions of Tech’s past and the organizations of its present. All this helped
to create the generally festive atmosphere that pervaded the center of
campus.
Young estimates that a few hundred people attended throughout

from page 11

the proceedings, and he considers
the event a success.
He said that he hopes to continue such events in the future, either
making Burdell’s Birthday an annual event, or possibly highlighting
different Tech traditions throughout the year.
This editor thinks the birthday
party was really awesome. Next year I
think they should have Buzz jump
out of a giant cake.

JOIN THE TECHNIQUE.
Be in random pictures. Be in random
pictures in the paper. Impress your
friends with the fact that people on
the paper love you. We do love you,
but you would now have proof.
tuesdays. 7 pm. stu services. rm.. 137
Chris Young is now appearing in another sliver box. He needs to quit his day job for a stint on Broadway.

Campus Life Staff
Write about cool things.
Be my friend
Tuesdays, 5:30 p.m.,
’Nique office
E-mail campus.life@ technique. gatech.eddu
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Student’s computer loaded with MP3s confiscated
By Moran Ogilvie
Daily O’Collegian
(U-WIRE) Oklahoma State University —A 19-year-old resident of
Willham Complex had his computer confiscated by the Oklahoma
State University police earlier this
week on suspicion of illegally distributing copyrighted material.
Police were notified of the problem after the Recording Industry
Association of America, an organization that protects copyrights of
recording artists, notified OSU’s
Computer Information Services that
one of their service users was running a Web site that was illegally
distributing copyrighted songs.
The OSU Police Department is
currently pursuing the case as a violation of state law.
OSU Police served the student
with a search warrant around 5 p.m.
on September 5. The student’s com-

puter and related equipment were
seized and are currently undergoing forensic exams. The results of
the exams will determine if charges
will be filed against the student.
“If crimes are confirmed then
we decide whether to file the case as
a misdemeanor or as a felony, or
turn it over to the Payne County
District Attorney to file — all based
on what we uncover,” Lt. David
Altman of the OSU Police Department said.
“It was 40 gigabytes, which probably represents 1,000 albums,” Alexander said. “Let’s say each song is
six [megabytes], and that’s high end.
That’s like 6,600 songs.”
Once OSU was contacted, Alexander said the identity of the computer user and exact room number
were known within five minutes.
“OSU is basically what’s called
an ISP, an Internet service provider, and we’re providing services to

the campus which causes us to have
a certain responsibility that we must
fulfill,” he said.
OSU is required by law to put a
stop to illegal distribution of copyrighted materials, and if it does not,
then it could be sued by the association, Alexander said.
“If they are profiting from it,
that’s a very important thing because then not only is it copyright
but it’s misuse of a state network
because all of this infrastructure is
provided by the state of Oklahoma
for educational purposes,” Alexander
said. “And if someone benefits personally from it, then it rises to a new
level and almost always we take those
instances to the police.”
“What it comes down to is anytime you make a copy of a copyrighted material and give it to another
person — not giving them the origSee OSU, page 18

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

A Tech student uses Napster to search for MP3s. A student at Oklahoma
State University had his computer confiscated for possession of these files.

Rob is Number 1 “Consensable Quote Man”
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F A C E S
Faces at Georgia Tech

- Profile on Becky Glatzer -

By Becca Cutri-Kohart
She’s got a really cool name
Becky Glatzer isn’t just making
herself known on campus, she’s also
made her debut in national politics
by attending this year’s Democratic
National Convention in Los Angeles, California.
Becky was well prepared for this
experience. As a graduating senior
in Public Policy, she has always had
career goals that included law school,
public service, and working in policy issues.
She changed her major from International Affairs after interning
at the Georgia Tech Public Policy
Institute in Washington, D.C., one
summer. Becky has already begun
her career in politics as an active
member in the Undergraduate Student Council here at Tech. Last
year, she also energized the campus
on women’s issues as the coordinator for Women’s Awareness Month.
To continue on this road of public
service, Becky was Tech’s representative in the Washington Center’s
program for college students to attend National Conventions.
The two-week program included a week of introductions to a variety of important and famous political
figures. Becky listened to lectures
by state and national senators, lobbyists, members of the press, and
the secret service, just to name a
few. Each of these presentations gave
her insight about the way politics
really worked. She was particularly
impressed by the Secret Service’s
ability to give an entire presenation
without actually revealing any of
the deatils of their job.
The first week she interacted with

the 200 other student participants
and professors to prepare themselves
for understanding what was going
on behind the scenes at the convention.
But the second week of the program is when the real fun began, as
the National Convention kicked off.
Like the other student participants,
Becky was paired with an organization involved in the convention.
She was tasked to shadow members of the Democratic Senatorial

To continue on this
road of public
service, Becky was
Tech’s representative
in the Washington
Center’s program for
college students to
attend National
Conventions.
Campaign Committee. For a little
history, this committee is the biggest soft money contributor to the
Democratic Party. So Becky’s first
day of the convention experience
was spent touring Beverly Hills and
helping to entertain people who had
given huge contributions to the party.
By doing this, Becky said she
learned a lot more about how the
political system works, and how candidates are forced, at least in part, to
cater to the special interests that
provide the money necessary to run

a national campaign.
On the second day of Becky’s
experience, she took advantage of
her press pass to roam the convention floor and talk to the delegates.
Her impression of the delegates was
very positive.
For the most part, she spoke to
delegates that included grass-roots
lobbyists, union members, and others
active in their own community.
Becky said that meeting the delegates definitely encouraged her to
seek a position as a convention delegate for future years.
Becky also attended “Shadow
Convention” events, a second convention, open to the public, where
other issues besides what is on the
Democratic Party platform are discussed.
As a pulpit for many fringe groups,
helped by the air of legitimacy created by well-known figures such as
Jesse Jackson making speeches, Becky
thought the Shadow Convention
had a lot more energy that the official Democratic Convention.
Becky said of the convention, “I
felt like I was witnessing history…I
was very fortunate.”
Her experience was not limited
to official speeches and events, either. She saw a lot of the behindthe-scenes work of how the
Convention was choreographed and
prepared for the viewers that would
be watching the events on television. She said, “It was very interesting to be behind the scenes.”
Becky left the Convention still
enthusiastic about politics, but when
asked if she wanted to run for public office, she replied, “After the conventions, I don’t think I could ever
do it…”

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Becky Glatzer has her eyes set on a future in policy and law. Attending
the Democratic National Convention has helped her along this path.

Convention
can’t get elected to office on the
money alone. For this reason, our
political system is one of the most
accessible of any political system in
the world.
And that’s why it is important
that we, as eligible voters, get involved in the political process. When
it comes down to it, politicians need
to get elected and stay elected, and
if there is any time that they are
responsive to voters, it is now.
But will they be responsive to
you, a lowly Georgia Tech student?
The answer to that question is, “Yes.”
This year’s national election will be
highly contested. The economy is
good and we are not engaged in a
major world conflict, which in years

I like Les Miz better than Rent. But Jen seems to disagree.

from page 11

past has translated into lower voter
turnout than usual. Therefore, the
election will be decided by people
who do not have a strong party affiliation. These voters, known in
politics as, “swing voters,” are already being courted by the two major parties. The youthful zeal of the
Republican Convention was evidence of this trend. The Democratic keynote speaker Harold E. Ford,
who, at 30 years old, is one of the
youngest Congressional Representatives ever, was also testimony to
the importance of our vote. We are
being courted, and it is up to us to
demonstrate to the political parties
the importance of our vote.
The time to act is now.
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“Meet you at the Pole” is early success of newly formed Inter-Ministry Council
By Julia Trapold
Couldn’t wake up at 7 a.m.
Wednesday morning at 7 a.m.
about 50 people got out of bed early
to meet at the flagpole by Tech Tower. They were there to pray and
participate in the national time of
prayer called, “See You At the Pole.”
This event occurs in 20 different
countries, with millions of students
and teachers participating.
Students from many different
campus Christian organizations, as
well as a handful of professors, attended the prayer.
“The purpose of the event was
just to gather the Christians on campus together to raise up common
concerns to G-d,” said Chris Heilman, a member of the Westminster
Christian Fellowship (WCF).
There were six speakers: Elliott
Moore, from Real Life Ministries;
Neil Baker, from Campus Chris-

tian Fellowship; Chad Nicholson,
from Campus Crusade for Christ;
Dr. Mark White, a Chemical Engineering professor; Tommy Clemens, of Junior’s Grill; and Amy
Vinson, from Westminster Christian Fellowship. The six speakers
led prayers focusing on different
topics, such as our world, country,
city, administrative and student body,
and campus ministries.
“The event was planned by a
newly forming group: the Christian Inter-Ministry Council,” said
Amy Vinson, a speaker at today’s
event. “This is a group that is being
formed for the primary purpose of
improving communication between
all Christian ministries on campus.”
Chad Nicholson, a speaker today and one of the organizers of the
event, said, “We are simply a council whose power resides in our ability as campus ministry leaders to
motivate our respective ministries

into participation in these types of
events and unity platform.”
“The various Christian ministries on campus exist to serve the
students. They strive to be a place
where someone can come to learn
and grow spiritually, as well as find
good Christian fellowship and make
friends,” Heilman said.
A lot of work went into planning the event. “On August 27,
Jonathan Jackson brought this event
to our attention,” said Nicholson.
“The planning of this event was
placed on the immediate agenda of
the council and we started delegating responsibilities.”
First the group discussed the
prayer format, and then they decided whom they would like to have as
speakers.
Vinson said, “One of the most
important things that has come about
from all the ministries gathering together occasionally is the large num-

“[Christian ministries] strive to be a place where
someone can come to learn and grow spiritually,
as well as find good Christian fellowship and
make friends.”
Chris Heilmen
Member, Westminster Christian Fellowship
ber of relationships that have been
established through this fellowship.”
Overall, the event went as planned
and was a success. Heilman said,
“There were, in my opinion, a surprising number of people—not only
students, but professors also.”
“People commented that this
morning was such a great morning—the temperature was perfect
and the prayers were relevant but
bigger than most of us are used to,”
said Nicholson. “Many commented on their desire to participate in

literary & art magazine

Be creative.
Express
yourself.
Don’t fit the
stereotype.

Sumbit your
original:
poetry
short stories
fiction
nonfiction
artwork
photography

dspubera@prism

Carter is the king of drama. He thinks he’s Jean Valjean...

future events and thanked those who
planned this one.”
The group also plans to hold a
time of prayer at the Campanile on
Friday, October 13, and they will
be involved in service projects and
Religious Awareness Week.
Editor’s note: The word “G-d” was
not printed completely in this article
out of respect for those religions that
believe that parchment with the name
of G-d should not be disposed of inappropriately.
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Campus briefs
Health & Fitness Challenge encourages wellness
The GT Health & Fitness Challenge 2000 will be held today and
tomorrow feom 10:00 am to 4:00 pm at the Student Athletic Complex.
The event seeks to challenge the Georgia Tech community to explore
all of the dimensions of health and wellness through the promotion of
healthier lifestyles and the exposure to new activities. Included in the
two-day festivities will be interactive health assessments, participatory
demonstrations, and other fitness challenges. For a complete detailed
schedule, see the Web site at htttp://www.challenge.gatech.edu/.

Impact entrepreneurship speaker series continues
The Impact speaker series will hold a lecture this evening from 5:00
pm to 6:00 pm. The event, which is open to the GT community, will
feature successful entrepreneurs speaking about their experiences. For
additional information, please contact Sharon Powell at
sharon.powell@mgt.gatech.edu.

Write for Campus Life. Meetings: Tuesdays at 5:30
And you won’t regrest it. E-mail campus.life@technique.gatech.edu
for more information. There are also opportunities to write for the
news, entertainment, and sports sections.

Colony

from page 11

like to run the chapter. They should
be ready to join other chapters in
the official Rush next spring.
An initial concern with IFC was
whether the campus wanted the return of Delta Sigma Phi and what
its impact would be on smaller chapters’ recruitment if they did return.
After a short debate, IFC decided it would accept Delta Sigma Phi’s
petition under the condition that
they would not participate in this
past fall’s Rush as well as making
sure that none of the past members
currently enrolled in school participate in any aspect of the new chapter.
To deal with the latter situation,
Delta Sigma Phi has placed the old
members on probationary alumni
status, which can be revoked if they
participate in any of the chapter’s
undergraduate activities.
The colony, once it has been
started, will not become a recog-
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nized chapter for another twelve to
eighteen months.
Its goal in that time is to be granted
a charter from their national organization upon compliance of certain standards and regulations they
must adhere to during their probationary term.
A critical aspect in the acceptance of their return was the chapter’s long history here at Tech as
well as their strong alumni support.
Delta Sigma Phi is a strong national fraternity that highly encourages personal success with programs
such as the Challenge, which is a
comprehensive program whose goal
is to hold each of their chapters to a
higher standard.
Mark Douglas, Greek advisor,
said of Delta Sigma Phi’s return, “I
think it will be good for the system.
With some new initiatives from
within their national organization,
in addition to their substance free
housing initiative, I think its going
to be something different to offer
the current Greek system.”

OSU

from page 14

inal but giving them the copy — it’s
illegal because you are depriving that
artist or company of the royalties,
their payment for that property,”
he said. The punishment for distributing copyrighted material can
be costly.
“If a company was prosecuting
under federal law for copyright violation the fines are up to $150,000
per incident. They can be expelled
from school, they can be sued by
the company for loss of their profits, loss of income, the consequences can be very, very severe,” he said.
Alexander said his advice to students is simple. “What it comes down
to is, don’t distribute copyrighted
material, don’t be an entrepreneur
and try to find ways to make money
by using the network that OSU provides,” he said. “We just want the
students to successfully graduate from
the university and have an excellent
experience here.”

Pardon this issue of the Technique. We are all sick. NO! Not mentally. With a horrible evil illness that makes us sneeze and gives us a soar throat.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Maximus, Maximus!
The Student Center Movie Committee presents
Russell Crowe in Gladiator Friday and Saturday
at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Center Theater. The
cost is $2 with a student ID, $3 without.

No home runs or strikeouts for Fastball’s latest at-bat
By Alan Back
Was insane before insane was cool
Artist: Fastball
Title: The Harsh Light of Day
Label: Hollywood
Genre: Rock/Pop
Tracks: 12
Rating: yyyy
Two and a half years ago, the
Austin trio Fastball struck gold
on the modern rock airwaves
with the maddeningly catchy
single “The Way.” People either
loved the song or hated it, but it
drew attention to the band and
their 1998 album, All the Pain
Money Can Buy. Tony Scalzo
(bass, vocals), Miles Zuniga
(guitar, vocals), and Joey
Shuffield (drums) proved that
they could put together a pop
song with a hook big enough to
snag just about any ear they wanted.
Not a lot has changed since
then. The Harsh Light of Day’s

12 cuts average out at three and
a half minutes each, so the three
players have to work fast—and
they do. “You’re an Ocean”
jumps into high gear almost from

Fastball’s new
album sticks
largely to familiar
territory, not quite
taking off but not
crashing and
burning either.
beat one, with a barrelhouse piano clamoring behind Zuniga’s
guitar and Scalzo’s wordplay. Pay
attention to “Love Is Expensive
and Free,” a bossa nova-laced
cut that features plenty of strings

(including six from guest Brian
Setzer).
A few bar tunes make their
way into the mix. “Morning Star”
starts off sounding like the background noise at a deranged French
café until Scalzo and company
drag the song into the nearest
beer joint. The rowdy feel continues with the next track, “Time,”
with a jangly guitar line that carries strong echoes of the latemodel Beatles or U2.
Ignore the opening cut, “This
Is Not My Life,” a scrambled
collage of loops and samples, and
the string-heavy “Wind Me Up.”
This second track, easily the least
pop-oriented one of the bunch,
teeters on the edge of becoming
overblown and slips out of gear
enough times to make listening
to it a hard slog. But the disc’s
last two songs—one expansive
and bluesy, the other falling into
See Fastball, page 22

Feature Photo Drama Tech

By Danny Clinch / HOLLYWOOD RECORDS

Following up on the succes of the breakout single “The Way,” Fastball (Joey Shuffield, Miles
Zuniga, Tony Scalzo) returns, hooks in hand, with a new album, The Harsh Light of Day.

‘Legends’ goes another round
By Josh Kelley
Jooosh, Jooosh, Jooosh...
MPAA Rating: R
Starring: Joseph Lawrence,
Jennifer Morrison
Director: John Ottman
Studio: Columbia Pictures
Rating: yyy

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The highly hyped Urban Legends: Final Cut actually lived up
to its name. Geared towards the
high school and college age
groups, the film brings to life
stories you’ve heard from a friend
who has this friend, whose brother’s roommate’s sister’s…well,
you get the idea.
The setting is a film school
where several students are working on their theses. The students
are competing and trying to make
the best film in order to receive
the prestigious Hitchcock Award.

In this case, you wouldn’t want
to have the best film. Trust me,
it will all make sense in the end.
With a little help from the
security guard of the original Ur-

Urban Legends:
Final Cut is worth
seeing, but don’t
expect to be reeled
in a second time.
ban Legends, Amy (Jennifer
Morrison) decides to make her
film about some of these myths—
all of which were conveniently
not included in the first film.
The making of Amy’s movie
coincides with the killings of sev-

eral of the students, but surprisingly, not all of the killings are
directly in urban legend format.
This gives a nice break from the
some of the hokey ways of killing people. Some of the legends
were a little less blatant than the
first film, but if you’re buying
your ticket for the cringe factor,
the “roofies leading to kidney
removal” story should be the
highlight of the film.
The movie is surprisingly suspenseful, creating situations such
that at any given minute during
the movie you are absolutely
positive that you have the masked
murderer figured out...until the
next scene where you promptly
change your mind and lean to
your friend and say “I knew that
was coming.” Yeah right.
Final Cut has the kinds of
See Legends, page 22

‘Woman’ is cute, feel-good fun
By Casey Fiesler
Next time she’ll write a byline
MPAA Rating: R
Starring: Penelope Cruz, Murilo
Benicio
Director: Fina Torres
Studio: Fox Searchlight
Rating: 3.5 stars

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Top: Kit FitzSimons and Jill Adams rehearse a tense and emotionally charged
scene from “The Monkey’s Paw.” Bottom: Owen Barnett shrinks from Davis
Neves’s kiss in “A Little Death.” These shows will both be performed by the
DramaTech Theatre on Friday, October 6 and Saturday, October 7 at 8:00
p.m. For tickets or other information, call DramaTech at (404) 894-2745.

Though its title may suggest
something a bit racier, the simplest word to describe Woman
on Top would be…cute. In fact,
the film would seem surprisingly similar to a Disney movie if it
weren’t for the few well-placed
sex scenes that help this film earn
its R rating. This rating is really
a shame—and in my opinion,
unnecessary—considering that
it could have been a good story
for teenage girl moviegoers.
The heroine of our story, Isabella (played with delightful sincerity by Spanish actress Penelope

Cruz) is blessed with stunning
beauty and a gift for the art of
cooking, but cursed with debilitating motion sickness. This ailment affects her entire life,
because in order to control it,

Woman on Top is a
lot of fun, and a
good bet for the
romantic and
young at heart.
she must always be in control of
her movement (hence the movie’s title). She finds herself in a
marriage full of passion, but feels
stifled cooking for her husband
Toninho’s small restaurant in
Brazil. After catching him in bed
with another woman—“A man

needs to be on top sometimes!”
he laments—she leaves him and
escapes to San Francisco.
There, a seemingly magical
luck surrounds her as her two
gifts help her steal the hearts of
complete strangers and snag her
own television cooking show. A
fairy-tale romantic chase ensues
as Toninho (constantly accompanied by traveling troubadours)
tries to win her back. Though
this movie’s plot seems contrived
and unoriginal at times (boy
meets girl, boy cheats on girl,
girl leaves boy), there are enough
pleasant surprises to make it
somewhat unique.
Both the cast and crew are
primarily Spanish or Latin American, and much of the film was
shot on-site in Bahia, Brazil. This,
combined with the soundtrack
of traditional Brazilian music and
See Woman, page 23
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‘Evil Dead II’ DVD features spectacular video, fun extras
By Jayson Wehrend
How does he do it?
Movie: Not too long ago I reviewed a movie called Army of Darkness. It followed the continuing
adventures of a man named Ash as
he fought the terrors of the Deadites.
But how did a simple S-Mart employee get to be the shotgun-toting,
chainsaw-wielding badass that we
all know from Army? Sure, the movie
has a brief flashback to catch up the
newly initiated but what about the
whole story?
Evil Dead II: Dead By Dawn is
actually set before the events in Army
of Darkness. Believe it or not the
whole series is actually a trilogy going from Evil Dead, to Evil Dead II,
to Army of Darkness. I’ve always recommended that people first see Army,
because it has much better special
effects, it’s a more recent film, and
it seems to be a little easier to get
into. If you can stomach Army, then
there is a good chance you are ready
to move on to Evil Dead II.
Evil Dead II relates how Ash first
encounters the evil force behind the
Necronomicon. Seeking a romantic getaway with his girlfriend, he
sweeps her away to an “abandoned”
cabin, where he unwittingly releases the ancient evil and is forced into
the unlikely role of hero. After beheading his girlfriend with a shovel
(it’s ok, she was possessed), Ash wages
a battle to maintain his sanity all
alone in a haunted cabin. Fortunately, a few expendable extras show

up and give Ash the time he needs
to start fighting back. With overthe-top gore and a twisted sense of
humor, Evil Dead II is not a movie
for everyone. Only a certain type of
person can actually appreciate the
humor of watching a man get
drenched in a couple of hundred
gallons of fake blood (no exaggeration).
Video: Sometimes I just don’t

If you can stomach
Army of Darkness,
then there’s a good
chance you’re ready
to move on to Evil
Dead II.
understand DVDs. Through some
magical process, this movie was given the whole THX treatment. If
someone had told me this a year
ago, I would have laughed in their
face. How could this slapstick horror flick be given the prestigious
THX certification? I wouldn’t have
even believed that there was a print
of this film in existence that could
be used to strike a new transfer. But
through some otherworldly means
this movie has been given a new
lease on life.
As I watched the beginning, I
had to do a double take. This was

not the movie I was familiar with. I
was used to muddy colors, bad tracking (go VHS!), and indecipherable
black blobs. Now I was in unfamiliar territory. The image quality was
quite a surprise for me. I don’t think
the original film elements looked
this good when they filmed it.
I was particularly shocked when
I came to the realization that the
image was better in some parts than
my Braveheart disc—talk about an
unsettling thought. Colors come out
very well despite the relatively gloomy
backgrounds. Ash’s shirt (what you
can see through the gore) is a nice
solid blue and all the various liquids
come out in vibrant reds, greens,
and blues. The work that must have
been done on this film was amazing—it was a wonderful payoff for
eager fans looking forward to a new
print.
Audio: Another thing fans have
been salivating over has been the
5.1 audio track on this disc. Evil
Dead II was originally recorded in
mono, so this new track represents
quite a leap in sound depth. There
has been an ongoing debate as to
whether sound remixes are a good
thing or not. I tend to lean towards
them being a positive if they are
done properly.
As a new audio mix, this disc has
its benefits and problems. First of
all, the sound effects are recreated
with an amount of spatiality that I
wouldn’t have expected. When Annie’s father is pushing his way into
the mortal realm, all of the loud

“He’s such an Amazon man.”

noises jump from speaker to speaker. Thuds and explosions are recreated neatly through the subwoofer.
When the evil force chases Ash
through the woods the sound fills
in well through all of the speakers.
Sound pours out at all the right
places supplemented by a good
amount of bass—overall a very promising start.
However, there is an inherent

Sound pours out at all
the right places
supplemented by a
good amount of
bass—a promising
start.
problem with movies recorded in
mono. No matter what you do to
the audio mix, the dialogue always
sounds like it’s still in mono. This
movie suffers particularly badly from
that problem. Many times during
screaming scenes (of which there
were many), the sound would begin to distort and get staticy. Since
the sound effects were so full, the
thin dialogue stood out all the more.
Extras: Although it’s not really
an extra, the packaging of Evil Dead
II was so good that I can’t help but
comment. As a limited edition, this
disc comes in a nice collector’s tin
complete with 5" X 7" movie poster

replica, 48-page booklet, and jewel
case for the disc. The cover art on
the tin is new and looks good, a nice
change from a plain old plastic case.
First and foremost among the
extras is the feature length commentary by star Bruce Campbell
and director Sam Raimi, as well the
co-writer, and special effects guy.
These guys have a blast reminiscing
about their movie. Sam and Bruce
are by far the most entertaining of
the group, constantly teasing each
other and talking about the various
torments on the set.
The other writer doesn’t talk too
much, but when he does, it’s usually about how one part or another of
the story was changed as they started filming. The special effects guy
discusses how the shots were managed. Surprisingly, all of the special
effects shots were rather involved
and clever in their own way.
For a more in-depth look at the
special effects, a 30-minute documentary called “The Gore, the Merrier” is included. It offers a very
entertaining look at how all of the
shots were completed, as well as a
few scenes that were filmed but never
made it into the movie. At the very
end of the featurette is a special
treat—another movie! In true horror fashion, it is titled “Evil Dead
Baby.” I assure you that even the
bravest man will be huddled up in
terror from this brief yet intense
film.
See Evil Dead, page 25
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Fortunately not a menace to society
By Marcus Kendall
Entertainment Staff

A loud alternative to studying…
COTTON CLUB (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 874-1993
9/22—Brand New Immortals, Audiobridge,
Another Man Down
9/28—16 Horsepower, Slim Cessna’s
Auto Club
Web site: www.consopro.com/cottonclub.htm

Artist: OPM
Album: Menace to Sobriety
Studio: Atlantic
Genre: Ska-Punk
Tracks: 14
Running Time: 44:44
Rating: yyy
We’ve seen it all before—a few
Southern California guys who love
to rock end up making a quick jump
into the national spotlight. After
Sublime, Offspring, the Red Hot
Chili Peppers, and friends, it’s OPM’s
turn. Matthew (a.k.a. Shakey Lo
the Kreation Kid), John e. Necro,
and Casper (a.k.a. Geoff Turney)
are the trio behind OPM’s debut
album, Menace to Sobriety.
From the name, you can tell these
guys have a twisted sense of humor
and aren’t afraid to offend a few
people. Listening will confirm this
first impression with songs about
alternative lifestyles and interludes
called “Punanny” and “Rage Against
the Coke Machine.” It’s a sound
that could be mistaken for the spawn
of Sublime, and though these guys
do admit to being influenced by
that group, there is no mistaking
OPM. Their songs range a bit out
of the typical Sublime sound and
include slices of reggae, hip-hop,
rock, ska, Latin, and rap.
It’s all pretty easy listening. Practically every song has a light, catchy
sound and each has the potential to
get stuck in your head longer than
the material from the last test you
took. Be forewarned however, OPM
isn’t Mozart (or Sublime for that
matter) when it comes to being
musical geniuses. All the songs are
extremely simple and could probably be mastered by most high school
garage bands. Of course, does that
really matter if it sounds good?
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DARK HORSE TAVERN
(816 N. Highland Ave.)
(404) 873-3607
9/22—Elephant, Loud American Tourists,
Soulbread
9/23—Rev 7, Metroscene, Sonomama
9/27—Remi
9/28—Dying Myth, Blindspot, Something 5
9/29—Cool for August, Crave, Friends of
the Family
ECHO LOUNGE (551 Flat Shoals Ave.)
(404) 681-3600
9/22—Tyro, Telepathics, Silent Kids
9/23—9 Lb. Hammer, Helldorado, Rabby
Feeber
9/27—Down by Law
9/28—Cricket, Modeltones, Kickstand
9/29—El Caminos, Candela, Helgas
Web site: www.echostatic.com/echolounge

By Sean Murphy / ATLANTIC RECORDS

Matthew, John e. Necro, and Casper are the three members of OPM. The
Sublime-esque sound on Menace to Sobriety should please most listeners.
The song that put these guys on
the map was the radio-friendy “Heaven is a Half Pipe.” This skateboard
anthem is a feel-good song that makes
you want to sing along. It describes
all the hassles skateboarders get from
the public when trying to skate; basically, being dead but able to skate
in heaven is better than trying to
skate on earth.
“Better Daze” is one song that
really stands out. At first you’ll swear
Everlast squeezed in a track on the
album; by the end you’ll wonder
what hole Fred Durst popped out
of. It’s another song that works on
melody and not on complexity.
Another great track is “El Capitan.” This is the ode to everybody’s

favorite captain—yep, you guessed
it, Mr. Morgan. This is a catchy
song with great lyrics. One of the
best lines in the song is, “As a real
life person he wasn’t much fun, but
he sure made a good-ass bottle of
rum.” I bet a few people might agree
with that.
I expect OPM to lurk on the
radio and MTV for a while due to
their knack for writing easy-listening songs. Menace to Sobriety isn’t
an album that will win any Grammy Awards, but it may end up selling quite a few CDs. I’m sure that’s
just fine with them.
For more information, visit OPM’s
website at http://www.opmden.com.

EDDIE’S ATTIC (515-B N. McDonough St.)
(404) 377-4976
9/22—Ellis Paul, Christopher Williams,
Don Conoscenti
9/23—Billy Pilgrim, Greta Lee
9/24—Dappled Grays, Grant
Langstone
9/27—Andrew McKnight, Mary Byrd
Brown
9/28—Fountains, Adam Payne
9/29—Halcyon, Michelle Penn
Web site: www.eddiesattic.com
MASQUERADE (695 North Ave.)
(404) 577-2007
9/22—Zakk Wylde and the Black Label
Society, Crowbar, Sixty Watt
Shaman
9/23—Kings X, Pokunk, Sea of Souls
9/24—Nothingface, Amen, Non-Point,
Munkigrip
9/28—Pretty Vacant, American Psycho
9/29—Falling Up, Monochrome,
Staryard, I.P.S.
Web site: www.masq.com

JUST SAY YES TO DATING
Come on! It will be good for you!
this has been a public service announcement brought to you by the technique

Stop the singing, stop the singing. Sometimes Technique sing-along just goes too far.

RED LIGHT CAFE (553 Amsterdam Ave.)
(404) 874-7828
9/22—Acoustic Room, Curtis Jones
9/23—Tim O’Brien, Darrell Scott
9/24—Boubacar Traore
9/28—4th Root
9/29—Ruby Mango, Calliope Fair
Web site: www.redlightcafe.com
SMITH’S OLDE BAR (1582 Piedmont Ave.)
(404) 875-1522
9/22—Tommy Thompson Band, Five
Pound Bass, John McVey
9/23—Dezeray’s Hammer, Cool for
August, Film
9/24—Tahiti 80, Ramadamafia
9/25—Lickety Split, Longwave, Cat Size
Thrill
9/26—Ian Moore, Will Hoge
9/27—James McMurtry, Monte
Montgomery
9/28—Yonrico Scott Band, Jacob Fred
Jazz Odyssey
9/29—David Ryan Harris and John
Mayer, Will Kimbrough
Web site: smithsoldebar.citysearch.com
STAR BAR (437 Moreland Ave.)
(404) 681-9018
9/22—League of Decency, Mondo
Heptet
9/23—Candye Kane, Amy Pike
9/27—Smithwick Machien, Ramadamafia,
Punchy
9/28—Transmitter, Squeezebucket
9/29—Countdown Quartet, Hobex
Web site: www.cloun.com/starbar.html
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE
(1099 Euclid Ave.)
(404) 521-1786
9/22—Leon Redbone
9/23—Yo La Tengo, Versus
9/27—Jefferson Starship Acoustic
Explorers
9/28—Seven Nations
Web site: www.variety-playhouse.com

To find out where your favorite bands will be
playing next, pay a visit to the Tourdates
www.tourdates.com
Web site (www.tourdates.com
www.tourdates.com), or cruise
www.pollstar.com
over to Pollstar (www.pollstar.com
www.pollstar.com). Also
check out the 99X Sound Menu in this week’s
issue of Creative Loafing.
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This week on GTCN
By Rebekah Bardwell
GTCN Correspondent
Flava 101 brings you inside the Dew Pirate Radio
Truck, also known as “the
Green Machine.” D.J. Logic
rips it on the turntables while
students sip free Dew.
Phat Videos’ Kara takes you
to the newest camp at Tech—
Paul Hewitt’s basketball camp.
She shoots with campers and
asks what they like best about
the camp. Highlighting the
show are new assistant coach
Clifford Warren and fourthyear guard T.J. Vines.
Flava 101 shows Mondays
at 3 and 7 p.m. and Thursdays at 7. Phat Videos shows
Mondays at 3:30 and 7:30
p.m. and Thursdays at 7:30
on GTCN’s Channel 21.

Legends

ENTERTAINMENT

Fastball

from page 19

plot twists you’ve come to expect
from a modern horror film. Of course
I won’t tell you the details of these
plot twists, but the film is worth
seeing, if only for entertainment
purposes. While it could stand to
have some more blood and guts,
the film contained a good mixture
of comedy and suspense. I even admit that I was startled a few times.
Don’t dig too deep into its meaning. Just enjoy. And speaking of
enjoying, the best-recognized name
in the cast, Joey Lawrence, doesn’t
even play that big of a part, and he
doesn’t speak that wonderful exclamation for which he is so well known.
Go see Urban Legends: Final Cut.
People will talk about the urban
legends in the movie for a while. It’s
worth seeing to satisfy your curiosity about how they made the sequel,
but don’t expect to be reeled in a
second time.

By Michael Gibson / COLUMBIA PICTURES

Jennifer Morrison plays a student filmmaker making a movie about—you
guessed it—urban legends. Joey, er, Joseph Lawrence costars as a friend.

from page 19

an acoustic shuffle groove—redeem
these missteps and provide a good,
mellow counterpoint to what came
before them.
The standout track is “Funny
How It Fades Away,” which features Scalzo and Zuniga on vocal
duties. By the time all the parts (including enough strings to fatten the
sound, but so many that it drowns)
come in, the result feels very much
like the sort of art rock Rush was
doing around 1978. Like “Wind
Me Up,” this one also veers away
from the realm of the radio friendly; the difference is that “Funny” is
solid enough to stand on its own.
You won’t find any musical masterpieces or profound meditations
on The Harsh Light of Day. What
you will get is a collection of songs
that have enough drawing power to
make you pay more attention to
them than to your beer or dinner.

STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS
Student Services Building,
Room 137

Technique
The South’s Liveliest
College Newspaper
cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/technique

T-Book

An on-line student survival guide.
http://cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/tbook

north

avenue

review

Tech’s only free-press quarterly

HTTP://CYBERBUZZ.GATECH.EDU/NAR

book

blueprint
year
write.
take pictures.
design layouts.
eat pizza.

editor@blueprint.gatech.edu

literary & art magazine
cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/erato
dspubera@prism
“Jody, my sliver boxes are empty. Come here and start talking.”
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Crossword You may have a point
1

2

3

4

18

19

23

24
28

34

5

6

29

10

11

12

49

50

51

55

32
38
45

70
74

75

76

61

78
84

88

93

116

110
117

106
111

118

96

98

99

123

124

125

103

107
112

119

97

108

113
120

81

90

102
105

109

80

86

95

101

104

79
85

89

94

100

69

62

67
72

83
87

92

68

53

66

77

82

41

57

71

73

40

46

52

60
65

114
121

122

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

By Kit FitzSimons
It’s the fourth down: time to point
ACROSS
1. Josh around with
4. Swab the decks
7. Al and Tipper, e.g.
12. DI x II
15. Introverted
18. (We) exist
19. Winning number?
20. Throw out
21. Tic-tac-toe line?
22. Slapstick projectile
23. Perfect dive
24. Identified in a lineup (3 wds)
27. Takes five instead of two
28. _____ kwon do
30. “Raggedy” doll
31. Matador’s praise
32. Disney’s monkey-gone-elephant
34. Gnash, as teeth
36. _____, amas, amat…
37. Sphere
39. Used car sign (2 wds)
42. What some live in and others
put behind them
43. Honest prez
44. Vegas opener?
46. Vegas game of chance

17

33
39

56
59

16

27

44

58

15
22

31
37

64

14

26

30

48

13

21

43

54

115

9

36

47

91

8

25

35

42

63

7
20

47. Naysayer’s stance
48. “Let’s ____!” (“Charge!”) (2 wds)
51. Application’s direction
53. Sporty station
54. Spanish “penny”
56. Hogs and sows, e.g.
58. Secret rival
59. Prefix for graphic or metric
60. King’s killer and kin
61. White whale watcher
63. Action movie musts
65. R.L. of horror
67. _____ Crüe
70. Aussie ostrich
71. Slice of butter
72. Rack up a tab
73. Pele’s forte
77. Sonny and Cher, e.g.
79. Word before ball or case
82. Cockney’s order to pull?
83. Luau dish
84. They rule the skies? (abbr)
86. Akin to
87. Spear
89. Habit-forming locale?
91. “And your little dog too!” little
dog
94. Treat as 100 ACROSS
95. Signs the release form
96. Opposite of can

100. Golden Calf, i.e.
101. Permit
102. Pulls a prank, perhaps (abbr)
103. Co.s
104. Measly
105. Bawl
107. Pea’s place
108. Annoying insect
109. Pa. & B. & O.
111. Suffix for human or aster
113. Slick back
114. “Eureka!”
115. Lace
117. Source (3 wds)
123. Great outdoors store
126. Got a blue ribbon
127. Annoy
128. Old farmer’s catch-all phrase?
129. As well as
130. License censor
131. Woody Allen as “Z”
132. Type of shirt
133. Keep short?
134. Use cash or credit
135. 006 or 007
DOWN
1. Kit’s partner
2. Anger
3. Where to go at 2:30?
4. Sulk
5. Yoko of singing fame
6. I.M. of architecture fame
7. “I can’t _____ satisfaction!” (2
wds)
8. Place to raise some dough?
9. _____ of (free from)
10. She pined for Narcissus
11. Papier mate
12. Answer to “How Now, Brown
Cow?”
13. Reminder that you 72 ACROSS
14. Itty bitty bit
15. Newlyweds, i.e.
16. Painted over
17.”But of course!”
25. “Hello, my name is…” sticker
26. Falconer’s friends
29. Famous fictional Finch
33. Sets the 8 DOWN to (2 wds)
34. Student’s stat (abbr)
35. Had on, as a show
36. Help in a heist…
38. …and where to do so
40. Programming’s opp. of output
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41. Momma’s boy
43. ______ Scott (women’s college)
45. Vapor, perhaps
49. Nights before
50. No longer a concern (2 wds)
51. ______ return (too late to chicken
out) (3 wds)
52. Religious ceremony
55. Before, poetically
57. Sigma’s predecessor
58. Nugget dip
62. 82 ACROSS speaker, perhaps
63. These’uns, to Parisians
64. MD grp.
66. Jeff’s ‘Jurassic Park’ role
68. Dolly or her clone
69. As of now
74. Flat-out flatterer
75. Madonna role, for short
76. Have lots of fun
77. Make water hot
78. Iowa Indians
79. Wish well of, as a marriage
80. Lung need
81. (Blown) to kingdom come (hyph)
83. Nolte army movie
85. French mouse of juvenile fiction
88. Divorcées
90. Bronx’s Boys in Blue (abbr)
91. Allen of ‘Home Improvement’
92. Keats creation
93. Downpour
97. Guts
98. Logo is a dog and phonograph
99. Superlative suffix
106. Emulates Dracula
107. Famous Texan Ross
110. Type of skewer
112. Nike slogan part (2 wds)
113. Enter (2 wds)
114. See 30 ACROSS
115. Delta rival
116. Charged particle
118. Vein contents
119. “I 86 ACROSS ______!”
120. French fire
121. “Khaki-a-gogo” advertiser
122. _____ skinny minute (2 wds)
124. Shock wave that KOs TVs
(abbr)
125. Word after poison or before
league
Answers on page 24.

Random guys lives across the hall from Chris! Does that mean he’s not random anymore? Oh, I hope not.

Woman

from page 19

shots of Latin food that looks so
appealing you’ll wish someone had
invented smell-o-vision, makes
Woman on Top one of the most
effective Latin-influenced films shot
in English that I’ve ever seen. Though
all of these Brazilian characters speaking to each other in English would
normally seem unrealistic, the movie
solves that problem by having an
English-speaking narrator.
In fact, this narrator’s character
is one of the most pleasant surprises
in the movie. You may remember
Harold Perrineau Jr. as Mercutio in
1996’s Romeo + Juliet. His fiveminute drag performance in that
movie was probably the highlight
of the entire film, so his role as Isabella’s cross-dressing best friend
Monika (the narrator) really stands
out. The flamboyant character adds
the perfect amount of humor to any
scene, and Perrineau’s performance
is brilliantly comical, without seeming over the top. This character alone
warrants seeing the movie.
Other performances stand out
less, but show promise. Cruz was
perfectly cast as the beautiful, naïve
cook. She carries herself with a modesty that is befitting to Isabella, and
her performance brings a whole new
meaning to the term “hot” peppers
(you’ll understand what I mean when
you see the film). Her thick accent
adds both authenticity and a sultry
air to her character, though at times
she is difficult to understand. Murilo
Benicio, with a previous repertoire
of primarily Brazilian TV series, plays
her husband Toninho. He pulls off
a decent performance for his first
English-speaking role, but his character often comes across as annoying.
The plot moves slowly at points,
so this is not a film for the easily
bored or the action-seeker. However, Woman on Top is a lot of fun,
and a good bet for the romantic and
young at heart.
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...Two Bits
...010101010101010...
No one reads the newspaper
enough these days. Oh, I guess you
are right now, aren’t you? Well, anyway, no one reads those other papers, the ones with titles like The
Chapel Hill Herald, The Vancouver
Sun, and The Helsinki Alueuutiset.
However, those strange names hide
veritable gold mines of humor.
You may say, “But, the front
page is full of murder and extortion, and the other pages all say
‘Continued From Page 1.’ Where’s
the humor?” My advice is flip through
again. There is one topic that you’ve
overlooked.
Everywhere today in the news
you will see one thing that every
paper covers—headlines. Apparently, there are far too many articles
streaming in at odd hours to be
published in the dailies. (Ha ha, we
only go to press once a week!)
Because of this, the editors at the
large papers have trouble dragging
themselves away from actual articles long enough to proofread those
big bolded letters readers see first.
As a result, certain phrases slip
in, causing either 1) mass hilarity or

2) a really big retractions box the
next day. This phenomenon has long
been studied by high-profile media
personalities, and will henceforth
be referred to as “The Leno Contribution.”
Example: “Man Shot to Death
With Machete.” Unless there’s a
new bladed bullet out (i.e. Ex-caliber), someone was a little high on
printing press oil while writing this
one.
While many thousands of headlines have made their way into every .sig and top ten list on the East
Coast, the papers those are pulled
from only mess up every once in a
while. This odd occurrence will
henceforth be referred to as “The
Editors Sick of Being Made Fun Of
By Leno and Cracking Down on
Their Respective Proof Editors.”
However, I have found one paper that apparently is too small to
get on The Tonight Show or too
absent-minded to notice their follies. This source will henceforth be
referred to as The Raleigh (NC) News
and Observer solely because that is
its name. And The N&O has follies

aplenty, believe me.
On any given day, there are at
least four questionable headlines,
with at least two of those being Leno
Contribution-wannabes.
Take, for example, this headline: “6 Astronauts Leave Behind
Space Station.” The article leaves
out the head spaceman’s homebound
quote of, “Shoot, I told you we’d
forget something!”

No one reads the
newspaper enough
these days. Oh, I
guess you are right
now, aren’t you?
Another N&O touch is the addition of city names to each local
headline. While this works fine most
of the time, it causes problems when
the two blend together, offering such
jewels as “Clinton Woman’s Baby
Tests Positive For Cocaine.” Well,
he only said he never inhaled. He
never said anything about Monica.
Sometimes articles are funny, but
sometimes the wording just really

comes off wrong: “Prison Psychologist Probed in Getaway.” Ouch. I
won’t add anything else…except my
sincere hope that the felon’s escape
plan didn’t hinge on the success of
the line, “I dropped the soap.”
Even better are those times when
it seems the editors are intentionally messing with the headlines to
scare you. Why else would they print
acronyms in their headlines? “WHO
Decides to Keep Stocks of Smallpox Virus.” Ummm…I actually was
hoping that you could tell me who.
Aside from The N&O’s attempts
to give its readers heart attacks, there
are some stories that have real headlines that just come out funny, like:
In the Events Section last Christmas: “Come See Santa’s Live Reindeer.” Apparently, his dead reindeer
couldn’t make it.
In the Local News Section, an
ad for the upcoming forum at the
high school, aptly titled “School Violence: Let’s Get it Out of Our System.” I swear, sometimes the Board
of Education is dumber than the
administration.
“Teen Drug Use Leveling Off,
But Remains High.” For explanation, reefer (sic) to previous usage
of drugs in this article.
In national news: “Loud Noise

Was Heard Before Jet Lost Control.” In other news, a loud noise
was heard afterwards as well.
“Diseased Organs May Be On
Canadian Cigarettes.” Thus placing them just ahead of hot dogs on
Ottawa’s Favorite Food List.
“Belgian Racing Fans Are
Shocked By Brazen Theft of Three
Dozen Pigeons.” For emphasis, this
one was placed between coverage of
a murder trial and an Elian update.
“Massachusetts Inmate Wants
State To Pay For Sex Change.” Does
this mean he’ll have to be moved to
another facility?
“Accused Financier Says Love
Moved Him.” To cheat insurance
companies out of over $200 million dollars? I’ll have to try that the
next time I’m pulled over. “I’m sorry, officer, but it was love that made
me go 120 in a school zone.”
However, none of these can quite
achieve the effect of the May 2000
front-page line that asks the reader:
“Can We Trust the Media?”
I’d love to answer, but I’ve already trashed the paper. Until next
time, this is the Two Bits Man reminding you that if your “Teacher
Faces Assault Charges for Nail-Clipping,” it’s probably not a good idea
to raise your hand in her class.

Just
Shoot
It.
photoed@technique.gatech.edu.

Don’t breathe too deep, don’t think all day, drive in to work, drive the other way...

ENTERTAINMENT
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Nina Gordon palatable even without Veruca Salt
By Jon Kaye
It really didn’t suck!

After two successful albums, Gordon left the Chicago-based band to
pursue a solo career. Two years after the break, Gordon released her
first solo album, Tonight and the
Rest of My Life. The decidedly softrock album takes a radical departure from the rambunctious sounds
she produced in the early 90s.
This album is particularly surprising in how musically regressive
it is—most of the tracks are slow
love ballads that would fit perfectly
at a 1983 high school prom. Marked
with quiet, steady drums and unassuming guitars, this is the type of
album that you could safely play in
your office without bothering your
co-workers. The album is so profoundly retro that even the cover art

Artist: Nina Gordon
Title: Tonight and the Rest of
My Life
Label: Warner Bros.
Genre: Soft Rock
Tracks: 13
Rating: yyyy
While Veruca Salt was most
known for its assertive lead singer,
Louise Post, the band’s two most
successful singles were both products of the their guitarist and cofounder Nina Gordon. As the creative
force behind Seether and Volcano
Girls, Gordon established herself as
an effective lyricist of alternative rock.
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exudes the ambience of the late 70s
and early 80s. To further the mystique, Gordon ends the album with
a cover of the popular standard “The
End of the World.”
While Nina Gordon’s music has
a definite 1983 flavor, Tonight and
the Rest of My Life is a bad album. In
fact, the contrary is true. Gordon’s
lyrics are honest and heartfelt, and
most of the cuts have infectious tunes
that one can easily hum. Furthermore, Nina Gordon has a beautiful
singing voice, arguably superior to
her former partner.
While the whole album is respectable, a couple tracks really stand
out. The lead song, “Now I Can
Die” features artful blues guitar and
a tune with which you will feel com-

since I don’t have the luxury of a 6-point box like rob, my musings
are relegated to psa space below the crossword answers. today, my
topic is being sick. I am sick and it sucks. instead of lamenting in the
high-visibility sliver boxes, I will whine here in a slightly-less-visible
psa. so I went to the health center today. they said “you have a cold.”
yes, thanks, I didn’t know that. I wanted drugs! sigh. no drugs.
anyway. no chris young, I am not a hypochondriac, how ‘bout you
get sick when you’ve got deadline and a test the next day, and then
we’ll call it even. ha! man. it’s only 10:30 and people are already
saying they’ve lost it. what did alan back do with my silly putty? oh
wait, here it is. nevermind. hmm. let’s see. I wonder who will give me
a ride home tonight? jody is not being his usual fountain of sliver
boxes. so I apologize if mine suck this week. it’s jody’s fault. no, it’s
ok, jody is cool. “how we gonna pay rent?” I dunno, but I’m done.
Every Technique page has a sliver lining.

pelled to hum. Another one that
catches the listener is “Horses in the
City.” If there were any song on the
album that did capture some of the
Veruca Salt sound, this would be it.
The song inherits the same style
that Gordon’s former band would
use during a slow piece.
If you had to find an adjective to
describe Tonight and the Rest of My
Life, it most assuredly would not be
thrilling. The entire album is slow
and dreamy as Gordon spends the
entire album singing of her romantic musings. Nonetheless, Gordon
has honed her soft style to a point
that it could even please those most
opposed to soft rock. In short, the
album may lack pep, yet it makes
up for it through Gordon’s talent.

Evil Dead from page 20
Just like in the Army Director’s
Cut, a stills gallery is included, with
scenes from the movie, the filming,
and a few FX shots. There are even a
couple pictures of the scenes that
never made it into the film. One
unique thing they chose to include
was a preview of the new Evil Dead
PC game. It only shows the opening sequence, but was a nice inclusion nonetheless.
The rest of the extras are pretty
standard stuff—a theatrical trailer
and some talent bios. Altogether,
this was an exemplary release. Never in my wildest dreams would I
believed that this movie would get
such first class treatment. If we could
only persuade all the DVD companies to follow suit!
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Navy

from p. 36

difference in the game was clutch
defense by the Jackets. In order
for Tech to put Navy away for
good, Tech’s offense had to keep
its defense off of the field so it
could get some much-needed rest.
Fifteen minutes must have
been enough because the Tech
defense stopped everything that
Navy could throw at them coming into the third quarter. Navy
went three and out for the first
time on the day, and punted to
Tech.
Tech’s offense gave thanks
to its defense for its valor and
courage with a 50-yard touchdown pass from the Godsey to
Campbell. The touchdown pass
was the longest play from scrimmage for Tech in the 2000 season. Godsey led Campbell, who
was the only player that could
catch the ball, perfectly down
the sideline for the long-bomb.
The extra point put Tech up
20-6.
Navy’s fortune kept going
downhill from there. On the next
drive, Navy’s quarterback pitched
to a running back who bobbled
the ball and fumbled. Sophomore defensive end Greg Gathers scooped it up the errant lateral
and took it in for the touchdown. That was the straw that
broke Navy’s back; Tech now
led by the score of 27-6.
Navy had trouble getting anything started on the next possession, and the only thing that
kept the drive alive was a facemask penalty on a sack by Gathers. From there, the drive whittled
away to a third down and 12.
Navy’s quarterback Brian Broadwater attempted a deep pass down
the middle, overthrowing both
the intended receiver and the
Tech defender. The “Boo”’s can
still be heard coming from Bobby Dodd Stadium. Contrary to

SPORTS

what most fans with eyes would
see, the referee called defensive
pass interference on the play to
Navy’s advantage. Capitalizing
from the fifteen-yard penalty,
Navy used a surprising Wide
Receiver Option (the quarterback throws the ball to wide receiver who throws it down field
to another receiver) to score a
touchdown late in the third quarter. Tech now leads by a score of
27-13, due to the gift TD.
After Navy’s last touchdown,
Tech completely took over the

“I thought we
played well
enough to win…but
we could play
better, we weren’t
used to the speed
of the option…and
the pitch
relationship”
George O’Leary
Head Football Coach
game, offensively and defensively.
Tech continued to pound in the
run to waste the clock, but it
incorporated the passing game
enough to score another touchdown early in the fourth quarter. Glover scored his second
touchdown of the day on a tenyard pass from Godsey. Tech
now led 34-13.
Tech’s run defense was solid.
They closed in on every Navy
run stopping it before it had a
chance to start. Navy could collect only seven more yards rushing in the fourth quarter, a true
sign of the great adjustments
made by the Tech defense.
Another Navy blunder put
Tech next to the goal line once

again. Stuffing the defensive line
was no test for the aggressive
offensive line of Tech. Running
back Sidney Ford ran in another touchdown from the one-yard
line. Although the extra point
was no good, the nail had been
driven deep into the coffin of
Navy, and it had already been
put into its grave in the sea. Tech
led 40-13 with under two minutes remaining.
The only aspect of Navy’s
game that could hold water anymore was its passing game. It
completely abandoned its once
dominant running game, and
used short passes to gain yardage. However, Navy’s obstinance
was quelled by the defense of
Tech. The crowd counted down
the clock as Navy could only
look on.
Despite the outcome of the
game, Tech needs to improve
on its game. “I thought we played
well enough to win…but we
could play better,” Coach
O’Leary commented after the
game. The Tech defense had a
tough time at the beginning of
the game adjusting to the running game of Navy. “We weren’t
used to the speed of the
option…and the pitch relationship,” O’Leary commented.
However, the defense did
make some great adjustments
later in the game to stop the
running game. O’Leary said, “I
thought we made some big plays
when we had to make them.”
No matter how you look at it, it
was a win, and a win needed to
show everyone including the team
that they could blow someone
out. Still, the jury is still out on
this year’s squad, and the N.C.
State match should help them
prove their mettle if they can
vanquish the Wolfpack.
“Good win for us,“ quoted
O’Leary. He’s right. Good win
for the players, the coaches, and
the fans.

By Daniel Uhlig/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Split End Nate Curry (above) slipped through the gaps against Navy. Linebacker
Matthew Etheridge (below) forced a fumble that led to the game’s final touchdown.
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SPORTS

Rugby Update
By Juergen Pabel
Contributing writer
The Tech Rugby squad ventured
up to Knoxville this past weekend
for it's second test of the season,
against the number three ranked
team in the South, the University
of Tennessee.
Tech came out solid against a
bigger, more physical Tennessee side,
and controlled the pace for most of
the first half. Despite a well earned
try and conversion by Justin Germany, Tech trailed 17-7 at the half
due to Tennessee's 60+ meter intercepted pass and try, and another
late first half drive to the try zone by
the UT forwards.
The second half of the game was
no kinder to Tech, as Tennessee ran
a well orchestrated set of forward
attack phases against the Yellow Jackets. By controlling the ball and the
play, UT kept Tech off the scoreboard, while adding to their lead
through additional tries and penalty kicks. The final result was 38-7.
Despite the result, there was some
gutsy play by the Yellow Jackets;
namely Patrick Nix, Justin Germany, Juergen Pabel, and freshman
newcomer Jacob Townson. With
his toughness and key play in the
lineouts, Matt Rhyner was a standout, and Man of the Match for Georgia Tech.
The next match will be Saturday,
September 23, at 1 p.m. in the Burger
Bowl. Their opponent will be Jacksonville State University

Opinion

from page 36

weren’t quite premier enough. And
so, a tiered system was created. The
idea is simple—play well in a lower
division and get promoted; play
poorly in a higher division, and get
sent down.
It only seems fair that in Division “I”, which is might well be
translated in Europe to “Premier”,
should aspire to a similar standard
of quality. On the football end of
things, how might this be implemented? Gather the top 60 teams
from the current Division I, and let
them stay. Boot the other 50+ teams
down a level, perhaps lumped with
Division I-AA.
These 60 teams are then split
into six ten -team divisions, with
each team playing every other team
in the division once (no Big Ten
(11) schedules here). Groupings
would, of course, be determined by
a combination of grouping by region and balancing skill across divisions, which, of course, contrasts
sharply with the current practice of
randomly joining a conference that
is generally close to them and somewhat close to them in skill level. Of
course I use those terms loosely.
“What about the tradition, the
rivalries?” some might cry. It’s in
there. Each team is allowed to schedule 3 rivalry games (12 games total,
reflecting soon-to-be-enacted NCAA
policy), which are not counted either for or against them in the final
standings. If you have more than
three significant rivalries outside of
your division, get over it, you need
to hold fewer grudges and quit us-
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“Now, there’s not just room for the Humanitarian
Bowl, the Motor City Bowl, and the Iron Bowl,
we need more bowls for all of these games,
bring on the Jiffy Lube Bowl, the Papa John’s
Pizza Bowl, and the Marriott Sodexho Food
Quality Bowl”
Rob Kischuk
Sports Editor
ing them as excuses to play teams
that now suck.
So far, it only really differs from
the current system in actually trying to balance the conferences instead of allowing the likes of the
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”
Big Eight Conference (R.I.P.) to
continue for years. In addition, it
would make a framework even more
friendly to an eventual playoff to
determine the national championship, which would be played out in
the bowl games. This would all be a
welcome change, but not yet worth
the trouble without the “relegation”
part of it.
There would also be a relegation
playoff where the bottom 16 teams
would compete in another set of
playoffs, fighting for their lives, to
determine who gets the drop to IAA. There’s also a need for I-AA
playoffs to determine who gets promoted to Division I. Heaven forbid
results be determined on the field.
What a bonus for the bowl games
and all of their commercial sponsors! Now, there’s not just room for
the Humanitarian Bowl, the Motor City Bowl, and the Iron Bowl,

we need more bowls for all of these
games, bring on the Jiffy Lube Bowl,
the Papa John’s Pizza Bowl, and the
Marriott Sodexho Food Quality
Bowl, and who knows, maybe a few
dozen more dot-coms can bring us
a game. Who could refuse the
Techiegold.com bowl, complete with
goldfish mascot? Perhaps we can
have the pets.com sock puppet run
out in the middle of the halftime
show instead of the traditional college marching bands.
It’s a boon of commercialism,
with room for everyone to jump in,
and thousands more fans more involved in the game, because something’s actually at stake, rather than
mere bragging rights over Prarie View
A&M in the Oahu Bowl.
It adds a greater sense of urgency, and forces schools to put forth
more than just athletic scholarships
and the appearance of support to
field a team at college’s highest level—it also requires proving that you
belong there (Hello, Duke).
It acts as a filter of sorts. Teams
that have a terrible season get the
chance to rebuild amongst less competitive teams and build confidence

I love Duke and Wake Forest pretending to play football.

before they’re thrust back into the
Maelstrom, while teams that were
content to languish in easy schedules are not rewarded until they demonstrate actual proficiency.
So who would oppose such a
measure? First, and most obviously, the conferences. It strips them of
their control over both teams and
the bowls, but I believe the conferences could still retain their names
and revenues under the new system. It would require the NCAA to
assert itself as it did when it wrested
control of the college basketball postseason from the NIT.
Still, the conferences would rather
delude themselves—the head of Conference USA has gone so far as to
say that fans have not shown any
signs that they want a playoff system. I have yet to meet a single fan
who agrees with him. I’m sure they’re
out there, but most fans seem to
think that playoffs would be nice,
but the money speaks louder.
Why not have both, and strip
the teams that don’t belong of their
Division I status at the same time.
Raise the level of competition, the
amount at stake, the number of
games, and the post-season attendance, and you have the ultimate
win-win for all except the Division
I pretenders, who don’t really belong in the first place.
Too bad it won’t happen that
way—we’ll just let formulas, hippies from Michigan’s computer rankings, six other randomly selected
statistical rankings, and a convoluted strength-of-schedule system tell
us who deserves the goods amongst
the 112 teams of the bloated Division I field of teams.
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Football
Forecast

Kischuk Freyman
(11-4)
(11-4)
39-10
39-10

Tech at N.C. State

TECH

Duke at Vanderbilt
Clemson at Virginia

WEEK FIVE
(9-6)
34-15

Flagg
(12-3)
33-16

Guest
(Dime)
(11-4)
33-16

Baucom
(10-5)
32-17

Hinkel
(10-5)
32-17

Uhlig
(10-5)
32-17

CutriKohart
(9-6)
31-18

TECH

TECH

TECH

TECH

TECH

TECH

TECH

TECH

VAND

DUKE

VAND

VAND

VAND

VAND

VAND

VAND

DUKE

CLEM

CLEM

UVA

CLEM

UVA

UVA

UVA

UVA

CLEM

UVA

F$U

F$U

F$U

F$U

F$U

FSU

LOU

F$U

F$U

F$U

F$U

MTSU at Maryland

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

MARY

Marshall at UNC

MARS

UNC

MARS

UNC

MARS

MARS

MARS

UNC

UNC

UNC

UNC

Southern Miss. at Oklahoma St.

USM

USM

USM

OSU

USM

OSU

USM

USM

USM

USM

USM

San Jose St. at South Carolina

USC

SJSU

USC

SJSU

USC

USC

USC

USC

USC

SJSU

USC

Notre Dame at Michigan St.

UND

MSU

UND

MSU

UND

UND

MSU

UND

UND

UND

UND

Michigan at Illinois

MICH

MICH

MICH

MICH

MICH

ILL

MICH

MICH

MICH

MICH

MICH

Harvard at Brown

BROW

BROW

BROW

HARV

BROW

HARV

HARV

HARV

HARV

HARV

HARV

BC

BC

BC

NAVY

BC

BC

NAVY

BC

BC

BC

NAVY

FAMU

FAMU

FAMU

FAMU

FAMU

TSU

FAMU

FAMU

FAMU

TSU

FAMU

USF

USF

BAY

BAY

BAY

USF

BAY

BAY

BAY

BAY

USF

CURR

MIT

MIT

MIT

MIT

CURR

CURR

CURR

CURR

MIT

CURR

Louisville at Florida State

Navy at Boston College
Tennessee St. at Florida A&M
South Florida at Baylor
MIT at Curry

Shaw
(14-1)
38-11

Dykes
(10-5)
35-14

Graybeal

TECH

TECH

VAND

VAND

CLEM

Yes, I finally did it. In spite of the fact that Christina is STILL tied with me, I moved her behind me. She’s okay with it. Who’s not okay with what I did?

to the party , but weren’t properly informed, feel free to blame either one of them. Anyway...for those of you who didn’t know, I turned the big 1-9 on

Jody. He’s pissed. We decided that giving him an initial 4-0 record wasn’t fair to us, so we gave him 2-2 instead, leaving him squarely in third place. I

Saturday. I’m feeling pretty old now, not as old as Rob or anything, but I am pretty ancient compared to my fellow freshmen. I got some “interesting”

decided this week to make the guest a dime. You know, the coin. Since Matt Flagg forgot to give me his picks, I let a penny serve in his place. Well, I’m

gifts. Christina gave me a nightlight. Apparently she thinks I am so young that I am still scared of the dark. That’s not the case. I do, however, plan to

apathetic today. I’m going to let Jody finish the six-point box. Chris might join in as well. Happy filling to all!

put the glowing red lips to good use. My witty roommate Robert also provided me with a lovely gift, cleverly disguised in a Victoria’s Secret box. Thanks

Now that the pre-Olympic ogre has retired to his dorm room, I can express my true feelings about the thorough shaft I recievd in the Football
Forecast. Do you know what my record was last week? 14-1. Who picked UCLA’s upset of Michigan? Me. Did anybody else? No. What did I get for

buddy! All in all it was a fun weekend, particularly the dip in the fountain at 3:00 am. I’m losing my ability to spell now, so I’ll turn the rest of this space
over to the lovely and talented Christopher Lee. Sorry about the ranting.

my prowess of prognostication? Third place. That, ladies and gentlemen, is the ultimate shaft. My overall record of 36-9 means I’m picking at far

Wow. My first stint as six-point man! I’m at a loss for words. I can say, however, that I was traumatized this week by the christening of three

better than a .500 clip, but that’s what they awarded me for week one. Kudos to E.W. for giving me that good start, too bad I’ve had it ripped from my

previously inviolate Technique landmarks: the cubicle of love, the turney thing of makeoutdom, and my very own desk. Yes, not even my office is sacred.

bosom. But do not fear, my geriatric friend Rob will only occupy first place for a week. Next week at this time, the prize will be mine. Actually, next week

Apparently, Randy isn’t just the name of TQ’s favorite campus personality. Ahem. Okay, I just need to squeeze two more lines out of this. Well, two

at this time I’ll be in bed. Hopefully. I’m the Managing Editor, I shouldn’t be here at this time. Everyone else is gone now, except for Chris and Jen.

and a half, anyway. Tonights deadline theme was QUARANTINE. Yes, both Sarah and I were sick, and I think Becca was sick, too, by the time she left.

Speaking of Jen, I’d like to thank her (and Ankur Goel) for throwing me a fantastic birthday party on Saturday evening. If you would have liked to come

So that explains the umbros and warmup pants. And I’ve reached the end of the box. Until next week, dear readers, I’m six-point man!

Cows and volleyball, who could ask for anything more?

SPORTS

Volleyball

from page 36

the match, including Maja
Pachale, who had 11 kills and
12 digs on thenight. Ida Mabry
had 10 kills and four blocks.
Bell had 23 kills while Eveland had 26 assists.
The win improved Tech
to 8-2 as they looked forward
to their showdown with Colorado State. But yet, they
could not overlook their sec-

ond round opponent Massachusetts who came into the
match 3-4. Tech won this
game in straight sets also 153, 15-6, 15-11. Tech was not
particularly accurate for the
match only posting a .365
hitting percentage. Bell had
18 kills while Teryl Townsend
had 13. Pachale had 12 digs
proving she can be counted

By Dale Russell / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Christine Shelby gets down to set the ball as hitter Pachale
looks on in anticipation, ready to attack the ball at the net.

on to perform every match.
Freshman setter Eveland had
33 assists.
Once Massachusetts was
disposed of, Tech could now
look forward to their matchup with fourth ranked Colorado State. After losses to tenth
ranked Minnesota and eleventh ranked Pacific earlier in
the season, Tech hoped to
beat a powerhouse and take
their game to the next level.
Unfortunately, Tech could
not pull it off losing three
straight games and the match
6-15, 6-15, 2-15.
The home crowd was with
the Rams who hosted the tournament, but it was GT that
jumped out early 5-0. State
had four unforced errors and
Pachale added a kill as Tech
looked to be in good shape.
But once again they could
not hold on as the Rams rebounded to tie the game at
six apiece. They never looked
back as Tech committed several errors in route to their
15-6 loss. Not much changed
in game two as State grabbed
a commanding 12-3 lead.
Tech did well defending but
could not score. Thus, State
just slowly added points while
Tech could not keep pace offensively. Pachale and
Townsend scored the last three
points for Tech to get their 6.
Tech tried to fire it up in
the last set, but it was to no
avail with State riding Tech’s
.172 hitting percentage to an
11-2 lead. They finished it
off with the final score of 152. Pachale had 15 kills while
Eveland had 31 assists.

Good points for Tech were
that Eveland and Bell both
were named to the all-tournament team. Also, the good
competition definitely got
them ready for their ACC play,
which begins 7 P.M. today at
the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill. Bad points
were in trying to make the
NCAA National Championships, Tech does not have any
wins against a ranked opponent. Still, with play like this,
such a win is coming soon..
Upcoming games for the volleyball team include a two game
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“Good points for Tech were that
Eveland and Bell both were named to
the all-tournament team. Also, the good
competition definitely got them ready
for their ACC play, which begins 7 P.M.
today at UNC”
jaunt onto Tobacco Road for
matches at UNC in Chapel
Hill and at N.C. State in Raleigh. The team will then return home next weekend for a
pair of matches in O’Keefe Gym-

nasium. The opening match is
against Virginia on Friday, and
will be followed by a match
against Maryland on Saturday. Both games will start at 7
p.m.Students get in free.

By Marques McMillan / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The ladies celebrate the end of the game during a home match. Moments like this have been
quite common, as they have recorded a season-to-date record of nine wins and three losses.

Join The Technique! Meetings are Tuesday nights at 7:00 in Student Services Room 137. E-mail editor@technique.gatech.edu.

Thursday night on ESPN provides
much-needed mid-level opponent
By Rob Kischuk
Sports Editor
By press time, the result of the Thursday
night match between the N.C. State Wolfpack
and the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets on the
gridiron will be over. Obviously, a full in-depth
preview is not in order, but let’s look at the likely
factors.
First, if we win, which is quite possible, there
are plenty of reasons. In spite of the short week
of practice, O’Leary certainly knows what to
expect and work on. State’s passing attack is
infamous, leading the NCAA in total offense
with 355.3 yards per game. On the other hand,
take into account that the opponents have been
marginal opponents Arkansas State, Indiana,
and Southern Methodist, with the first two
games won by a combined ten points.
The running game will be a factor, with
tailback Ray Robinson accounting for 210 total
yards and an average of 4.2 yards per carry. Still,
the focus seems to be the passing attack, which
accounts for the lion’s share of their offense for
the year. Such predictability may play right into
the hands of defensive coordinator Ted Roof.
When a team readily shows such one-dimensionality, if a team can shut down that one
attack down, the entire offense can grind to a
halt in the wake of such defensive dominance.
On the flip side, it is also entirely conceivable
that Tech fans are mourning a loss this morning. In that case, the Wolfpack will likely have
used their weakness as an advantage. The onesided passing attack lead by freshman quarterback Philip Rivers has accounted for over 1,000
yards in N.C. State’s first three games.
Tech’s defense has yet to prove that it can
reliably stand strong against the air attack week

in and week out. The best performance so far
was against Florida State, considering the opposition. Still, lesser opponents such as UCF and
Navy have been able to post similar numbers on
the defense. Regardless of opponent, it has also
proven highly susceptible to breaking the big
play. Against Navy, several third and long situations went awry as the first-downs were converted with another ten yards to spare.
The offense has proven itself highly capable
as well, but similarly spotty in the consistency
department. Quarterback George Godsey has
proven time and again that when crunch time
arrives, he is quite capable of running the offense
efficiently and moving the ball down the field
and into the end zone in record time.
Still, such situations would not become necessary if both sides could play to their potential
for the four quarters of each game. It is likely that
unless changes are made, a game will arrive when
both offense and defense are playing down, and
when that day arrives, a Tech loss is certain. Still,
the most likely scenario for a loss is the Wolfpack
passing offense dominating the scoreboard.
N.C. State’s defense is nothing any more
stifling than past opponents, so it is likely that
the offense will put points on the board. Competent efforts on both sides of the ball, along
with even average play by the special teams will
seal a victory. The way to lose this game is to play
below average. It is once again a question of
playing to the team’s potential versus playing
down to the level of the opponent. The Yellow
Jackets clearly outclass their conference foe in
this week’s game, and weighed on skill, the score
is certainly a blowout. Still, the reality of college
football is that games are played for a reason.
Hopefully, this result was predictable.

Carter-Finley Stadium- Raleigh, N.C.
Thursday, September 21, 2000
Kick-Off 8 p.m. EST on ESPN

VS
Georgia Tech

N.C. State

How they match up . . .
(2-1)
(0-1)

Record
ACC

(3-0)
(0-0)

George Godsey
544
7
0

Quarterback
Passing Yards
TD receptions
Interceptions

Philip Rivers
1,069
10
2

TB Joe Burns
157
40
3.9

Rushing Leader
Total Yards
Carries
Average

TB Ray Robinson
210
50
4.2

FL Will Glover
14
119
8.5
2

Leading Receiver
Catches
Yards
Average
Touchdowns

WR K. Robinson
19
376
19.8
4

By Gary Bridges / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The N.C. State offense has exploded on lesser defenses. The passing attack has been
a force to be reckoned with, almost doubling Tech’s season passing output thus far.

“I’m hot—it’s really hot in here” - Jody

Golf team opens post-Kuchar era at the Ping/Golfweek Invitational
anchored by familiar upperclassmen Bryce Molder and Matt Weibring
By David Williams
He’s a bad man
The Georgia Tech Golf Team
sets off the 2000-2001 season with
the Ping/Golfweek Invitational at
Duke University September 24-26.
Longtime followers of the program
will have much anticipation as there
is a degree of uncertainty after losing solid players Matt Kuchar and
Carlton Forrester to graduation. The
only nationally recognized name will
be senior Bryce Molder, leading some
golf fans to think Tech’s prominence might fall off this year. Further probing shows a crop of new
talent that just might keep Tech
near the top of college golf.
Molder comes into the season
having already primed himself for
top level golf. He made it to the
quarterfinals of the U.S. Amateurs

before losing 1-up to Northwestern
star Luke Donald. Molder then led
the United States to the World
Amateur Championship by capturing first place for the tournament
after shooting 69-71-65-68—273.
Interestingly enough U.S. Amateur
champ Jeff Quinney finished 15th
after shooting 71-72-71-76—290.
Such is golf, and the virtues of having a solid stroke play game versus
maybe a streaky match play game.
That is why winning a U.S. Amateur does not guarantee success on
the PGA Tour, Tiger Woods and
Kuchar exempt of course. Molder
will definitely have to be the anchor
of this team hopefully shooting in
the 60’s all four rounds for the majority of the year. That is a high but
achievable goal seeing how he can
reach the green on a lot of par 5’s in
two and does not blow many holes.

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Head golf coach offers helpful tips to Matt Weibring. Weibring is
expected to be part two of Tech’s one-two punch on the links this season.

Who will be Pippen to Jordan
on this team, everyone asks? Right
now it looks like junior Matt Weibring has made a strong move at
becoming the next GT star. The
Plano, Texas native did well in stroke
play at the U.S. Amateur before
losing to eventual champion Quinney in the first round. He also did
well at the NCAA’s last year shooting the lowest score for all players
on the team.
When asked about who will play,
Coach Bruce Heppler had this to
say, “We have qualifying for every
tournament so there are no favorites. We play four rounds and take
the low scores out of that so yes, if
Molder has a bad day he will not
travel. You would expect Wes Latimer and Kriss Mickelson to come
out of the bunch since they have a
lot of experience playing as juniors.
Latimer had to sit at home a lot last
year after not scoring well at the
qualifying but now is his time.”
Matteson finished second at the
Palmetto Dunes Invitational last year
proving he can play under the gun.
Such is golf, the numbers dictate who will play, not the coach’s
prerogative. Also pushing for a chance
to travel will be Troy Matteson of
Austin, Texas. Matteson qualified
for several tournaments last year with
a best of seven under at the U.S.
Collegiate Championship.
Adam Cranford of Augusta, GA
will try to bring a little Green Jacket
flavor to the squad after redshirting
last year. All it takes is getting on a
little roll and all of a sudden the
game gets easy. Both will benefit
from experience they gain that comes
from sharing the burden of the team’s
success this year.
Also making a run will be freshman Wren Fowler of Thomson, GA,
which is a mere 20 minutes from
Augusta. Frosh Jake Ellison of Utah
will also try to stake claim to a traveling spot.
The Duke course is 7100 yards
long and will prove formidable for
all . When asked how to use this

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Following last year’s near victory at the NCAA Championships, the reins
passed to Bryce Molder to serve as the team’s leader, in score and spirit.
tourney as a measuring stick for the
rest of the year, Heppler had this to
say, “Well, the course is the site of
the NCAA Championships this year
so this will give all competing teams
a chance to preview that before the
real thing. We also want to see where
we stand because we have lost two
key players in Kuchar and Forrester. It should be interesting.”

Check the next week’s issue of
the Technique for results from this
event as well as a preview of upcoming events, including the upcoming
Carpet Capital Collegiate which will
be held in nearby Rocky Face, GA.
Future coverage will also follow the
professional progress of alumnus
Matt Kuchar as he joins the ranks of
David Duval in the PGA.

“Well, the course is the site of the NCAA
Championships this year so this will give all
competing teams a chance to preview that
before the real thing. We also want to see where
we stand because we have lost two key players
in Kuchar and Forrester. It should be interesting”
Bruce Heppler
Men’s Golf Coach

“I just like being with 15 guys” - Jen the news chick
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Golf Preview

Rugby Club

Bryce Molder and Matt Weibring
should lead the team into 2001
Page 35

A brief taste of the excitement
surrounding the UT match
Page 30

Offense foils midshipmen upset bid in high-scoring rout
By Michael Tiemeyer
Rookie of the game

By Daniel Uhlig / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore flanker Will Glover was instrumental in the victory over the
Navy midshipmen. He had three receptions, two were for touchdowns.

Everyone went to the football
game last weekend expecting to see
a more relaxing game than the previous two had been. No one thought
they would see any nail-biting last
minute plays or blatantly blown calls
that cost the game—Saturday, Georgia Tech played Navy. Big deal, right?
At stake was Tech’s reputation—a
true contender or a mere year-toyear flash in the pan.
Well, Navy came out the door
running with all kind of sneaky tactics and tricks. On the initial kickoff of the game they tried an onside
kick, and recovered it. This surprising strategy made Tech do a double
take on the Midshipmen.
Navy quickly ran many option
plays that left the defense guessing
about who they should tackle and
which lane to take. After entering
the Tech red zone, Navy took a
timeout that might have cost them
a touchdown because the timeout
gave Tech’s defense some time to
gain their bearings, and sure enough,
Navy had to settle for a field goal.
On its first possession, Tech used
some of its own running game and a
short pass to run deep into Navy
territory. Joe Burns gained 34 yards
rushing and 29 yards receiving on
the first possession, so far proving
to be a force that Navy couldn’t
stop. However, after a penalty and
botched George Godsey pump-fake,
Tech answered Navy’s surprise attack with a 34-yard Luke Manget
field goal.
Throughout the rest of the first
quarter, Navy basically owned the
football, allowing Tech only another
1:07 in time possession. Also, the
running game of Navy continued

to perform well against Tech because of the many variations of the
option, pitch, and draw used, which
accumulated a total of 85 yards rushing on twenty attempts.
Tech had a hard time getting
anything started in the first quarter
because their offense spent only 4:22
on the field against the fresh and
aggressive defense of Navy. Tech
could only tack on 29 yards passing—all coming from the 29-yard
scamper of Burns that came from a
pass into the flat. Despite the first
drive, which accrued 35 yards rushing, the Tech offense could only
muster two more yards during the
rest of the quarter.
Navy had possession to start the
second quarter, camped on their
33-yard line, but was unable to move
the ball any further down the field
without the aid of a referee. A defensive pass interference was called,
which allowed Navy fifteen yards;
they still could not gain any more
yardage, so they had to punt.
Along with Godsey’s first two
down-field completions to Burns
and Glover and Burns’ rushing, Tech
was able to make another march to
the goal-line, but they were stopped
short and had to settle for three
points by way of a Manget 26 yard
field goal.
Tech did a much better job of
hanging onto the ball by keeping it
in offensive hands for 4:19. The
scoring drive used thirteen plays to
advance sixty-seven yards for the
score.
On the ensuing kickoff, the Navy
special teams tried to do their best
impression of the 1999 AFC Champion Tennessee Titans by using a
lateral pass to fool the defense. However, it was an embarrassing failure
because the passing Midshipmen

Volleyball bids for elite status with second
place ranking in Coors Light Invitational
By David Williams
Earns his varsity letter
The Georgia Tech Women’s Volleyball Team competed last week in
the Coors Light Classic that was hosted by Colorado State. The team fared
well winning two and losing one to
take second place.
Tech once again had a chance to
prove to itself that it should be ranked
nationally but could not pull off the
win against number 4 State, leaving
the validity of their claims still to be
determined.
The first match saw Tech take on
Loyola-Chicago and the Yellow Jackets came through in straight sets (1510,15-8,15-11). Loyola made it to the
NCAA Tournament last year so this
was a quality win for GT. Even more
impressive was Tech held their opponents to a .000 percentage in the first
set. Tech was never really threatened
their lead growing to eight at one point
in the second set.
The Ramblers tried to make a little
run in the third game getting as close as
13-11 but Amanda Hess and Kyleen
Bell closed it out with two kills. There
were outstanding players for Tech in
See Volleyball, page 33

By Dale Russell / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

See Navy, page 29

Sports Commentary

Look to soccer to solve woes
of bloated Division I football
By Rob Kischuk
Sports Editor

Junior outside hitter Maja Pachale prepares to bump as Kyleen Bell looks
on to continue the volley. Both have been centric to this years successes.

threw the ball forward several yards.
Needless to say, the touchdown was
called back. It was some comic relief to an otherwise close game.
Navy’s running game still had
Tech’s number; they rushed for more
than thirty yards before the defense
could hold them. Thus, Navy had
to punt. Glover was deep to receive
the kick, but in his attempt to run
before he caught the ball, the ball
came loose, and was recovered by
Navy in Tech territory. Despite the
blunder, they were able to keep the
ball for only one play when a sack
produced another fumble that Tech
recovered.
Tech capitalized on their second
chance. Using short passes and a
variety of lateral rushing, the offense was able to eat the clock and
make its way down the field. Tech
used 5:31 and fourteen plays to advance 57 yards for the touchdown
score. Godsey passed to Glover over
the middle for eleven yards resulting in a touchdown that put Tech
ahead by ten points.
During Navy’s last possession of
the half, it tried a completely different strategy, the passing game, and
it worked. Using short passes and
runs to mix up their offense, they
quickly made their way down.
Thanks to a false start penalty, they
had to again settle for three points
on a field goal, leaving only 0:11 in
the half.
Godsey tried a Hail Mary pass to
close the half, but to no avail, the
pass was long. Tech was able to take
its fair share of the ball during the
second quarter, yet it was still behind on possession time. Also, Tech
was still being out-rushed in the
game 140 yards to 99 yards; the

Ever stop to look around
Division I football? Ever wonder what some of the teams are
doing there? Ever get tired of
teams from no-name conferences griping about not getting a better post-season bowl?
I might just have the answer.
First of all, what is the root
of the problem? I believe the
problem is mediocrity (some
call this parity). Teams are attempting to compete at the highest level of intercollegiate
competition that do not play at
the highest level. The result is a
few traditionally powerful conferences (look at BCS automatic
bids for a good start) and several distinctly second-tier conferences. Sure, Marshall may
have gone undefeated, but how
many other ACC or SEC teams
could have matched that feat
playing the likes of Bowling
Green, Buffalo, and Akron?

It sounds like an entire conference of NCAA basketball
tourney bubble teams that
didn’t make the cut. And you
think you deserve what bowl
game? Too bad there’s no NIT
for football….
All of these maladies and
more lead me to a modest proposal, an idea that isn’t even
my own. I stole it. Snagged it
wholesale from the world of
Premier League Soccer. The
word is relegation. What, you
may ask, is relegation, and what
does soccer have to do with
football?
Well, apparently at some
point, people decided that if
they were going to call a grouping of teams the “Premier
League”, they ought to also do
something to make sure that
the teams occasionally resembled premier-level play. The
problem? Many teams that
might wish to play in the league
See Opinion, page 30

